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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1912.

TURKEY ASSAILED BY

SCHRANK'S

REASON FOR SHOOTING ROOSE-UELTAND THE RUSTV REUOLUER
HE USED.

. on today with only the qualification

that it depended upon Colonel

Roose-

NO. 213

BECKER'S PLIGHT IS

velt's continued and uninterrupted
improvement, which his physicians
now confidently expect.
With the danger of blood poisoning virtually past, the physicians were
willing for the first time to agree to
a comparatively speedy release fro.n
the hospital.
Colonel Roosevelt wished to lea e
for home Sunday but reluctantly
It was
agreed to a compromise.
thought best for him to travel on one
of the Blower trains, on the theory
that more frequent stops would give
him occasional periods of rest.
DISASTER
WITH
AND
RUNS OUT OF
MEETS
MONTENEGRIN
ARMY
Colonel Roosevelt will travel in a DEFENSE OF NEW YORK POLICE OFFICER WILL ATTEMPT TO SHOW THAT
car, and probably will be unprivate
WILL
LIKELY BE
FOUGHT
GUN MEN KILLED ROSENTHAL TO GET KIM
COMMISSARY
SUPPLIES -- NEXT BATTLE
OUT OF THE
WAY AND
der the care of Dr. Scurry Terrell,
who
him
has
LAID
THEN
accompanied
throughout
SOMEWHERE NEAR
PLANS TO DO UP OFFICIAL ALSO
his campaign, and Dr. Alexander Lam
bert, his family physician. Others in
the party will be Mrs. Roosevelt,
Theodore, Jr., Miss Ethel Philip
FRANCE PLEADS FOR PEACE OF
Roosevelt, the colonel's young cousin, ABSOLUTELY INNOCENT SAYS THE
Elbert H. Martin, the secretary who
disarmed Col. Roosevelt's assailant,
DEFENDANT
EUROPE AMONG THE POWERS
CAN PROVE IT
John McGrath, another of the Coio-- j
nel's secretaries, and Colonel Cecil
Lyon of Texas.
Although Colonel
Kooseveic insists that he will be im
The court then dismissed Air, Jo-Police Lieutenant Charles Beckers
London, Oct. 18. Turkish and Bul- finally says that he has called his
condition to enter the campaign, the
garian forces are both advancing to- people to arms only after the patience
said he must have a period defense to the charge of instigating rome.
physicians
Police Commissioner Waldo testifiday and it is thought probable they of the Balkan nations had been exof absolute rest after he reaches Sas the murder of Herman Rosenthal, the
ed next.
will meet somewhere in the vicinity hausted.
amore Hill. Dr. Lambert probably
murwas
The proclamation opens with a refof Mustapha Pasha, one of the few
"Did you direct Becker to raid Herwill remain at Oyster Bay for some gambler is that Rosenthal
passes through the mountains leading erence to King Ferdinand's peaceful
while the Colonel will be dered at the behest of other gam- man Rosenthal's gambling house in
time
and
from Bulgaria to Macedonia.
years and says
reign of twenty-fiv- e
permitted to consult with progressive blers, who hated him as a meddler April of this year?" was asked.
"Yes; I directed him to obtain evi
At the same time the Servian army he had hoped that it would continue.
leaders, it has been decided definite- and Informer to the police. John H.
'The proclamation says: "Our love
i3 on the way to Uskup, where another
would not be safe for him Mart, Becker's lawyer, in presenting dence against Rosenthal and others
it
that
ly
'
To sucof peace is now exhausted.
to take the stump again before elec- his case to the jury so declared to- and he raided the place."
big battle Is expected.
cor the Christian population of Tur
"It is stated that after the raid,"
tion day.
A report has reached here from
........
day, adding that he would prove Beck,
there remains to us no other
The colonel hopes to make at least er "not only Is not guilty but abso- said Mr. Mclntyre, "a policeman was
iafejBww"
Vienna that the Montenegrin army key
to
to
means than
turn
arms.
one speech, however, in fulfillment of lutely innocent."
stationed at Rosenthal's place?"
suffered a bad defeat at Podgorltza
"Our work is a just, and a groat
his promises to appear at Madison
"Yes, I directed that a man be staMr. Hart said,
will
od Montenegrin territory today. Mil- and a
r
"We
.
I
MM
prove,"
sacred one. With faith in the
Square Garden, New York.
itary authorities express their belief
Rose, and Schepps con tioned there."
"that
Webber,
Aland
of
the
support
After Governor Johnson had gone,
Mr. Waldo was excused.
that the Montenegrins have been protectionI
of Becker, and
ired
mighty,
bring to the cognizance of
attendants assisted Colonel Roosevelt with independently
Frank
If. Roberts, superintendent
checked, both to the north and to the
to
murder
motives,
independent
nation that this is a
to his feet and he sat in an easy chair
the south of Lake Scutari and that war Bulgarian
house,
RnRpntha, waa mur. of the Belleclalre apartment
nth,.
human
of
rights.
an
for
hour. He said it rested him
they have found it necessary to give
one of the where Becker lived, testified that preof
were
rid
dered
and
"I order the brave Bulgarian army
they
so much and so relieved him from
their men a rest after the hard aad to march on to
vious to the murder he had told Lucius
Turkish territory. Forthe monotony of lying in bed, he was two men they hated most in the Haywood, the telephone boy, to make
continuous fighting in which they ward!
rid
of
to
be
God
with you!"
get
May
going to ask his physicians to allo.v world, they conspired
have been engaged since the outbreak
no connections with Becker's
Becker, the other man they hated, by
him to repeat it later today.
Paris, Oct. 18. Now that war in the
of hostilities. It is also likely that a
testiand
false
evidence
A
perjured
Balkans
has been formally begun, the
man giving his name as Etienne
On cross examination he admitted
delay in their advance has been necLa Tourelle, came to the hospital mony."
essitated by the lack of ammunition French press insists on the necessity
Mr. Rubin, of the district attorthat
Mr. Hart added that defendant had
and provisions, which the primitive of a complete accord among the EuroThe reproduction above is from the last page of a rambling letter found and asked that Colonel Roosevelt be
ney's office, had sworn on his volition
men
and
with
no
the
connection
gun
that
Is
to
he
The
fear
wanted
seui
expressed in John Schrenk's pocket after he shot Roosevelt. The line in German measured;
transports of the Montenegrin troops pean powers.
that he had given instructions after
have been unable to keep up to the that should antagonism develop among near the end is translated, "A mighty fortress is our God." This is from the candidate a coat of chain mail that Rose, Vallon and other alleged the murder, not to have Becker's
requirement of the army in the field. the nations of Europe as the result of Martin Luther's famous hymn, which, strangely enough is a favorite of which might be worn under his waist conspirators had admitted Becker's apartment connected by telephone.
coat and which would turn a pistol innocence. As to Jack Rose, Mr.
Notification that Bulgaria, Servia the opportunities for aggrandizment Roosevelt's.
Alexander Luban, brother of Morbullet of ordinary weapons, which Hart declared the defense would
and Greece had declared war against arising out of the trouble in the Balris
ot
Luban, an alleged
was
better
than
steel
the
plate the prove that "he had lied on the stand
Turkey was given to the British for- kan peninsula, the new world may see
the murder, who testified for the state,
colonel wears. It appeared
he
had
in
bloodiest
in
war
the
,
office
the
every particular."
history.
representaeign
today by
next took the Btand.
heard that Colonel Roosevelt always
Five witnesses for the defense were
.
tives of those countries.
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 18. Thirty
'. '
"Did you epeak to your brother,
wore
a
steel
over
anil
his
heart
plate
Mr.
Hart
sworn within an hour after
The whole front of the Servian Greeks, mostly miners employed in
he wanted to provide a better defen- concluded his address. One of them, Morris, on July 10, the day of the murarmy is advancing on the Turkish this district, left here last night for
der?" asked Mr. Hart.
sive armor.
Alexander Luban, testified that he
province of Kossive, says a despatch their .native land to enlist against
"Yes."
When
informed
the
steel
story
plate
is
marchhis
from Belgrade. One division
would not believe "under oath"
Turkey. It is said that more will
was
"Did he say anything as to where
a
he
hoax,
Pris-tinappeared
disappointed
ing toward Sienitza, another on
brother Morris, a state witness.
leave within a week.
and left.
he was the night before?"
a third on the town of Novipazar
18.
defense
The.
Oct.
New
.York,
Oct. 18. The Greek fleet
Objection sustained.
WILSON WILL QUIT.
and a fourth along the railroad from hasAthens,
opened Its case in the Becker trial
received orders to sail tonight
"Would you believe your brother
Ristovatz to Uskup. . A combined
Clarksburg, W. Va Oct. 18. While today. Attorney Hart In his opening under oath?"
'
sealed orders for an unknown
asked Mr. Hart.'vian and. Bulgarian army to., alsoad-- under
statement
Gov,
Wilson
said:,
declined
.Wopdrow.
Preagajn
v,
;
destination.'.
and
"I
not.".
King
George
would
"The defendant denies any partici
vanclng from Koestendil, in Bulgaria, mier Venizelos paid a visit to the
today to make .any comment on Col.
On
witness
the'
to the frontier. Servian troops have
RosenHerman
in
death
of
the
Roosevelt's statement declaring that pation
at Phaleron Bay and were
admitted that he had been convicted
occupied the Turkish railway, three ships today
the democratic nominees ought to thal and will prove that the evidence of
'
All the
acclaimed.
smuggling.
stations Beyond Ristovatz, on the way enthusiastically
is absolutely
him
submitted
against
continue
of
the
In
and
closed
stores
are
Athens
stumping
retail
regardless
The story which Lieutenant Charles
v
to Uskup and several frontier forts
the people flocked today to the
attempted assassination, it was an- false. to
have been destroyed by them.
"As
Luban, who claims to have Becker hopes to be allowed to tell on
churches to attend special services at HE S RESTLESS TO GET BACK IN THE BIG GAME AND HIS PHYSICIANS nounced that he would make no
witnessed this murder, we will prove the stand in his own defense was outOuchy, Switzerland, Oct 18. The which prayers were offered for the
change in his plans for the remainder
lined today in a statement given out
that Luban never saw the murder
final draft of the treaty of peace be- success of the Greek army.
A
NIGHT
of
"BULLY"
HAD
the
HIM
IN
RESTRAINING
DIFFICULTY
HAVE
campaign. Governor Wilson is that he was in
at
the
time.
him.
tween Turkey and Italy was signed
Brooklyn
by
he
Perfirm in his intention of closing his
Teheran, Persia, Oct.
this by Luban 's own
We will
"If I am permitted to tell my story,
at half past three o'clock this after- sian capital today is menaced by $00
HE DECLARES
present speaking engagements tomor- brother. prove
We will prove that Webber, on the witness stand," he says, "I can
noon.
horsemen under command of Salazar
row night when he appears in New
Rose and Vallon and Schepps con- show how simple and obvious and InSofia, Bulgaria, Oct. 18. A striking Ed Dowleh, the rebellious uncle of
York. The governor reiterated that
spired to kill Rosenthal independently nocent, so far as I am concerned are
proclamation to the Bulgarian nation the reigning shah. It is believed the
he would do no more speaking until of
Becker, each with his own inde- the explanations of ail my meetings
has been Issued by King Ferdinand. people sympathfze with him, as they
THAT
Colonel Roosevelt was able to speak pendent motive for so doing.
and associations with Rose, using him
In it he recounts the suffering of the are disssatisfied with the present gov- SCHRANK WANTS BULLET
"As to the day and night of the as my stool
again. Big crowds greeted Governor
Macedonia Christian and the ef- ernment.
The national council is
pigeon in getting evidence
Wilson everywhere.
murder, we will prove where Becker against the gambling houses.
forts of the European powers to ob- hastily concentrating
cannon and
HE FIRED INTO THE COLONEL
was every minute of the time and
DEMOCRATS GET MONEY.
"The best evidence that I was not
tain better treatment for them and troops to defend the city.
New York, Oct. 18. Announcement that proof will discredit the state's profiting by my place as head of the
who have testified as to his
was made this afternoon by the dem witnesses
squad and was not plotting to murder
movements."
MAJOR JENKINS DEAD.
AUTO COLLIDES WITH STAG.
so I could keep the job, are
conocratic
national
committee
that
not a voice in the dark, idly calling,
Mr.
Hart said, anybody
"We will show,"
I
to Commissioner
the
of
SS but a
requests
tributions
had
been
receiv
to
18.
to
to
them
arise
Oct.
For
$52,000
X
Wis.,
challenge
Milwaukee,
"that I went to the bar association Waldo almost made week
Charleston, S. C, Oct. 18. Major
Paris, Oct. 18. While Henri De X the first time since he was incar- - St their own responsibilities.
from the
ed today. Of this amount, $25,000 with former District
every
JerAttorney
Micah Jenkins, son of General Micah Rothschild's automobile was speeding St cerated, John Schrank would-bcame from the Massachusetts
state ome and discussed the case there with first part of this year to be relieved of
Si
I
me
was
and
told
"He
laughed
that command. I made those requests
Jenkins of the Confederate army, and through the forest of Rambouillet to- St assassin, today asked a deputy Si
an argument to him in so committee, to which Mayor Fritzger-al- Becker. We talked of Rose, too. Beck- because
of charges of graft and bribhimself a captain of the famous "Silk day it collided with a magnificent St sheriff at the county jail how the St making
of
had
contributed
Boston
$5,000.
er went to the telephone and called
speaking and suggested I save that
ery and anything else the gamblers
Stocking Troop" of the Rough Riders rtag. The car turned turtle, but the St colonel was. When told his con- - Si to
ATTACKS HILLES.
M'CORMICK
conversawas
and
it
at
that
Rose,
up
audience
to
my
today.
give
in the war with Spain, is dead here, occupants were uninjured. The stag
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. Medill tion that Becker gave Rose the Ini- could have against me. I know that
It dition was favorable, Schrank St
"I suggested he be In no hurry to
was killed.
aged 56.
McCormick of Chicago stirred up a tials J. H. as the password to admit no man ever had withstood such atSt asked where the colonel had been St
get away from the hospital and that
St shot and if the bullet had been St he had better see that he did not sensation before the Clapp committee Rose at the home of Harry Pollock. tacks and that every man in a place
St
today when he read a prepared state- We will prove that Rose lied in al like mine had gone to the wall before
St located.
his chances of
regaining ment
spoil
THE MAN AND THE MANUSCRIPT THAT SAVED St "The bullet belongs to me," St health
touching upon the attempted as- most every particular while on the sucl1 attacKs sooner or later. I did not
quickly by attempting to get sassination of Colonel Roosevelt, de- stand.
waDt to share that fate. I sent Rose
St
St said the
prisoner. Continuing,
and around too soon. I tried not claring It had been incited by "falseup
ROOSEVELT'S LIFE.
Bet evidence against gambling
aM"
shall
was
show
"We
there
that
St
"I have made my
St Schrank said:
to excite him, but when we talked
He was invaluable and 1 had
This is Elbert E. Martin, the young St will and bequeathed the bullet St we got to feeling pretty strong anil hood of character assassins, and public bidding for men to testii'y houses.
liars like Charles D. Hilles."
Becker. We shall show these to do everything I possibly could to
against
St with which I shot Roosevelt td St
"It is difficult for an ordinary man accomplices of the murderers, who keep him in line."
athlete who grabbed the maniac at St the New York Historical society St Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. Johnson had
us."
in the compass of ordinary language have already testified, determined on! Charles S. Whitman, district attor-Jul- y
St to stop
it
a
4e
St
that
with
placed
request
Milwaukee, threw tip ibis gun hand and
Colonel Roosevelt awoke at Mercy to compete with the testimony
of
29, to save their own lives, andjney of New York, was' called to the
St on exhibition in the rotunda of St
Fhortlv before 7 o'clock character assassins and liars like Mr. throw Becker over to the district at-- j stand by the defense this afternoon.
today
hospital
St
at
state
a
In
fatal
his
Si
shot.
the
second,
Albany.. My
capitol
prevented
of their tcrney,
full of vigor. His nurse hastened iiHHilles, men who because
The story of a
St Dronerty in New York I have St
fight on
"One of the men indicted for mur- the
hand he holds the manuscript speech St willed to my mother in Ger- - St to the colonel's room and was assured falsehoods incite weak minded men
Bridge of Sighs yesterday in
in
was
der
to
will
the
connection
this
with
actual
assassination"
pas"a
he
had
crime,
perfectly bully night."
which "Red Phil" Davidson, slayer of
St that
which was in Roosevelt's pocket, re- St many."
His temperature then was normal. sage which brought out a storm of testify that he was hrown in close Jack Selig, the gang leader, was set
contact
with the state's witnesses and upon, knocked and
Last night brought Colonel Roose- protest from the committee, in which
I
beaten by the four
tarding and deflecting the bullet as
Chairman Clapp joined.
given every opportunity to save his gun men indicted for
shooting HerChicago, 111., Oct. 18. "Keep' the velt more sleep than he has had
own
skin
to
a
the
The
to
by
reference
the
becoming
party
upon
attempt
it plowed toward his body. Notice the
man Rosenthal to death, was made
fighting going full blast, 'Johnson; since he was wounded. Shortly after Colonel Roosevelt s life was inciden- - plot in the Tombs to testify against
public today. The gun men, "Lefty
don't let our boys slack up in their 11 o'clock last night he dropped, the tal to Mr. McCorraick's general stati- - Becker.
hole made by the bullet.
the Blood,"
work because I can't be with their, book he had been reading, Mrs. ment of
"Dago
is
Sullivan.
man
"That
He Louie," "Gyp,
Jack
campaign expenses of ;he
Frank" and "Whitey Lewis", handfor a few days. Tell the people you Roosevelt retired to her room, the mnuroaaivp nartv in Illinois.
Sllil- - .haS llelned the liewsbovs and the infill
cuffed to deputies, were on their way
of the underworld.
speak to I wish I could be out thero lignts were extmguisnea ana ne ten stant!ally it was a8 fonOWB:
We shaii show that these conspir- - back to the Tombs from the court
working with you myself and that I asleep, not to awaken until 4:30 this
room where Police Lieutenant Becker
,
certainly will be as soon as my doc- morning, when his clinical record was c
in I1Iinois vva8 defrayed byjtors had already gotten rid of
.
..
time
the
man
one
two
the
10
for
of the
only
mn is. on trial.
Rosenthal,
during
tors will let me."
Red Davidson was on the way to
most
in
hated
of
all
the
they
world,
This was Colonel Roosevelt's part night.
000
Col
Dewey $16
gave
to
building to plead to the indict-n- o
suffered!
ofthe
that
colonel
now
!and
Planned
rid
is
the
to
said
It
get
they
and
encouragement
In addition i gave not to exceed
ing injunction
men'
man
other
charging him with murder. They
the
Lieutenant
of
of
theli0CPO toward the maintenance of
pressure
theyated,
pain because
Governor Hiram Johnson! progressive
'
met In the center of the narrow bridst-- .
candidate for vice president, when bullet against his fractured rib. The, the Chicago general headquarters, in Becker."
William T. Jerome, former dist- - Immediately the gun men, dragging
the latter left the presidential candi- rib itself is believed to be mending elusive of everything which w as given
rict
ot New York, was the j their keepers with them by concerted
.
morn-this
When
he.awoke
I
me by friends, but of which
date at Mercy hospital at noon today. rapidly.
kept iid firs t attorney
witness
He action, made for Zelig's slayer,
for the defense.
Mrs. Johnson accompanied her hus ing, the colonel wondered whether record.
said he and Mr. Hart the evening after
Before
the astonished deDUties
de- district,
would
"In
the
ninth
the
Roosevelt
the
into
physicians
congressional
band
attending
apartments
the murder, went to the bar associa-the- y could collect themselves, the gun men
and after greeting the patient, spent cide to remove the bullet. He said if in which I live, I spent about $2300 in tion where
engaged a private had kicked, mauled and beaten Davidthe time with Mrs. Roosevelt while it was extracted ,he would have it addition to the amount I gave Col. room.
son until he was shouting for mercy.
Hj.-.vI
the
Dewey.
campaign
into
made
a
Throughout
and
on
piece.
the
pocket
candidates
the
progressive gilded
"Becker fe xie In about S o'clock,"
Mr. Whitman waa nslroil tn toatifv
was
not
the
with
concerned
the
awoke
actively
he
colonel
"
party ticket planned the immediate Shortly after
said Mr. J(Sbme.
or
nullum
oi
collection
mug ins miuwieuge oj: mo
alco-monej
;
expenditures
future in short, snappy crisp sen- was given a sponge bath and
"Did
menhear the. defendant
movements of Becker oh the morning
hnl rnh Ho K1iitl he was ravpnoiisiv
curing me wnoie campaign the tion theyou
tences.
initials 'J,. H.' to any body of the murder. He said he saw Beckcirculated
the
Taft
people
assiduously
was
almost
the
and
positive
The conference continued less than hungry
lie that I am connected with the Har- over the telephone?" asked Mr. Hart. er on that morning in the captain's
half an hour, but when Governor fare allowed would not prove to be vester Trust. I have never owned The question was not allowed nor was room of the west forty seventh
street
Johnson emerged his smile was lost half enough. He declared a steak and do not own a share of Harvester Mr. Jerome- - permitted to testify that police station. He t Whitman) reachof
about
would
a
and
chops
in a determined look, a set brow and
couple
stock and do not expect to own a he heard Becker hold a telephone con- ed the station house at 2:30 a. m.
versation with any, or call Jack Rose he said, and Becker came In about
a vigorous steel which betokened re- fill the bill.
share."
from
assurance and encouragement
Col. Roosevelt will leave Chicago
3:30.
v
Elmer E. Dover, secretary of the re- on the telephone.'
"Did you hear him say, 'No, you
Whitman said that he last saw
his chief.
for Oyster Bay on Monday, or Tues- publican national committee in 1904,
"He looks fine," said Governor day of next week. He will travel on placed in evidence before the Clapp stay right where you are until you Becker at the station house about 4
o'clock.
one of the slower trains over the committee today what he said was a hear from me,' asked Mr. Hart.
Johnson.
Justice Goff sustained Mr. Moss' obMr, Whitman started for Mr. Ros"I told him, so, and I also told him Pennsylvania railroad bo that he may list of contributions to the committee,
not to worry. That we were doing enter New York at the stand from given by Cornelius N. Bliss. It item- - jection for' the state and instructed enthal's home about 5 o'clock. lie
Mr. Hart to discontinue this line of
fine; that the people were awaken- which the trains to Oyster Bay deexamination.
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on Page Four.)
ing to the fact that our work was part. This program was decided up- -
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

S

CONSTIPATION IS A
MENACE IN SUMMER.

X
X

Regularity of Bowels Very Im- - X
'
portant to Health at This J
X
Time.

X

X

X
X

At no time should people more
closely watch tlie condition of their
bowels than during hot weather.
Summer conditions contribute in various ways to cause constipation, but
whatever the ca ise the trouble should
be quickly corrected; constipation, if
neglected, leads directly to serious,
and often to dangerous disease.
Some people find .that certain fruits
have laxative effect, hut this cannot
be dependen upon; a mild laxative
tonic that will act gently and positively, without griping or shock to the
The comsystem, is far preferable.
pound of simple laxative herbs with
pepsin, known as Dr. Caldwell's Sy8outhern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
rup
Pepsin, is highly recommended as
ALL
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS being easy and natural In action,
CASH
pleasant to the taste, and certain In
its effect. A dose of Syrup Pepsin at
night will restore normal action in
the morning, carrying off the heaviness and bloat. Salts, purgative waters and cathartics should be avoided, as they upset the entire system
and afford at best but temporary relief. By cleansing the bowels and removing the foreign aaatter that irritates and inflames the tissues, a
Sole Agents kit INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
spoonful of Syrup Pepsin will quickly
check the summer diarrhoea that is
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
SEED.
so weakening. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is sold by druggists for fifty
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
cents a bottle; the larger family size
costing one dollar. A free trial bottle
can be obtained, postpaid, by writing
to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406 Washington
Black
Phone
k
St., Monticello, Illinois.

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " floods.

I

CO.

GROCERY

R

WITH

Always the Leader

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, prain, Potatoes and Salt.
ALFALFA

LEO HERSCH

45"

nnnTi

Iola

i

T'lir'HIT ffcNnfaaB

mTi

FUKILANU ICJUCllI

EI Toro

45

Sawed

Wood

R. J, CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
tfard 333 Hickox

Street, Near Union Depot.
Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

r

oal

wood

d"

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Two Doorg Below P. Andrew! Store.
Regular Heals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 2Gc and SOc
Short Orderi at All Hears.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
french Noodle Order 10c. a dlsa.
Mew York Chop Suey SOc

MOODY'S STAGE LIN E
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leavea Sarranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mllee shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare $3.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commero'el men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Knbude

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

EE To El Paso' Bisbee Douglass and
CD A II C ANITA
rlVUiU AH I A
all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

J

IT

The

Best
Route

aSSJSBSBBHBMSa

in

mm. i

or
West

'

For Rates and Full Information Address

I EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY
GROCERY
"All Golds at Right Prices"
13 THE MOTTO OF

J.

H. BLAIN,

Jr.

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

309 San Francisco Street

Q. F. & P. AGENT,

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Save Your Orders
FOR

RHODES

at

The Novelty

Shop,

For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladders, Common Ladders, Ironing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. ..

..

104Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
All work guaranteed first class.

J.F.RHOADS
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
v

STORV UNTRUE
ROUTE GOOD

NEW MEXICO

SOCIETY AT
SAN DIEGO
have been received here announcing the meeting of "the New
Mexico Society" at San Diego. The
gathering will be held from 2 p. into midnight at Mission Cliff park, Saturday November 2. The invitation is
signed by E. M. Albright, formerly of
Albuquerque and who played the leading role in the amateur play brought
here from the Duke City a year or so
ao. Mr. Albright is now in business
in San Diego and is a hustler not only
for the harbor of the Sim but also
for the Sunshine State.
It is said there are over 500
people in San Diego at this
time.. This may be a generous exaggeration, but at all events the 500
are invited to bring a basket lunch
to eat at the New Mexico
meeting.
That does not savor of "snobbish-

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Try Chicken In

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

Cards

ness."
San Diego is

an attractive

spot,

possessing the gold of the orange
groves, the green of the lemon trees,
the purple of the nearby mountains
and the deep blue of the placid bay.
Around it is a languorous summer
luxscheme suggesting
climate
But San Diego's
uriance.
may grow monotonous in its very
luxury and it is a safe bet that the
500 people of New Mexico will return
to their Sunshine fatherland where
there is weather In winter to thicken
the blood and long, pleasant summer
days to thin it. New Mexico is essentially the land of variety, and the
eplee of life is much appreciated in
this vast empire.
The New Mexico people in San
Diego will come back to their mother
Btate, returning each year perhaps to
San Diego "to make the drop to sea
level" recommended by nerve specialists and railroad ticket agents.
It is pleasing to read of a new state
society in San Diego, however, for
heretofore there were but 14 of these
"state" affairs and New Mexico was
left out. The state society idea origi
nated in the sociable brain of an easterner who went to San Diego and
looked around for people who reminded him of "the old folks at
home."
Society after society was
formed with a state federation society, a sort of senate to which each society sends one delegate with good
natured "Papa" Glidden as Big Chief.
Then E. M. Albright, successful acjournalist, lec
tor, cartoonist,
turer, and college man lit in San
Diego. He read in the San Diego papers of the state meetings and asked
"Why isn't there any thing in about
New Mexico?" He was told it was a
state secret that the New Mexico people did not stay long enough in California to make the formation of a society worth while as they loved their
own bracing climate better than the
article with palms and
psalms at Mission Cliff, gfren Mr. Albright sent out sojne red lettered
cards with the slogan "Let's get to- eether."' And he added there were
500 New Mexico patriots in San Diegobut he has not given a full report of "among those present."

The.Original and Only Absolutely

ad-ma-

Jt

Saver

A Money aadFuel

eta

CL

.

i

Holds Fire for 36 Hoars
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Selection
Mdf.e
while ( ur stock is comWe
plete in a sizes.
will take pleasure in

Cottolene.'

Cottolene can be heated to
a much higher temperature
than either butter or lard,
without burning. '. It fries so
quickly that little of the fat is
absorbed, preventing the food
being greasy. For this reason,
Cottolene fried food is more
healthful than food fried in
butter or Ian
Cottolene
moreeconom

four

Demonstratinf to you
the advantafsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.
BUY A COLES HEATER

Mica doors

YOU'LL BE GLAD

AND

FOR HARD COAL

are extra large fitted

in

Rill SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove (or the home, the office and all
publlo places, It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servioable and economical of all stoves.

re-

cessed grooves, perfect Ot.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
the "Radiant".

HADWARE COMPANY.

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

14.

third farther;

costs very
much less
than butter.

THE N. K. FAIRBAHK COMPACT

LIGH

acres in onions this
has twenty-thre- e
season, which he says are weighing
out thirty thousand pounds to the
acre.
The funeral of Mrs. E. C. Elkins
took place yesterday afternoon. She
leaves a husband who is In the employ
of the Demir.g Ice & Electric company, and a family of five children.
They came here recently from John-- j
son county, Missouri.
V. T. Hair, of Pass Christian, Miss.,
is prospecting here.
SCHOOL

THESE DAYS OF MODERN

IN ODS,
tant

METH-

Electricity plays a most impor-

part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

SAVE

CHILDREN

THEIR MONEY.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. IS. The
Rapids public
school savings bank system shows
that pupils have now on deposit ?60,- 000 banked during the 29 weeks of the
year. As compared with 1911, this is
an increase of $4,000.

report of the Grand

POW

URINARY
DISCHARGES

N

BELIEVED IN

24

semi-tropic-

d

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

The best fried chicken you
ever ate can be made with

semi-tropic-

The New Mexican is pleased to
publish the letters of the mayors of
two of our leading cities on the question of the feasibility of a tourist
.route by way of the Santa. Fe trail,
which sets at rest the story of the unfitness of this popular and delightful
route for transcontinental travel.
The letters are as follows:
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 17, 1912.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
Gentlemen A few days ago 1 was
in receipt of a letter from an interested party advising me the story
was being circulated among transcontinental automobile tourists that
the road over the Raton Pass was Impassable, on account of snow and winter storms, and as tourists were daily
coming in to Albuquerque from that
direction, advising me that the road
across Raton mountains was in splendid condition and the weather good, I
addressed a letter to Dr. J. J. Shuler,
mayor of the city of Raton, and am
herewith enclosing you a copy of his
reply, which should set at rest, any
anxiety on the part of anyone contemplating going to California by the
Santa Fe trail and ocean to ocean
highway route.
I am also advised the road from
here west is in fairly good condition.
Very respectfully yours,
D. K. B. SELLERS,
DEMING MAN KILLS
Vice President for New Mexico Ocean
TIMBER WOLF
to Ocean Highway Association.
OF GREAT SIZE
City of Raton, New Mexico,
Office of Mayor.
Raton, N. M., Oct. 16, 1912.
Demine. N. M.. Oct 18. The recent
Col. D. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque,
ly appointed road board for Luna
New Mexico.
county, consisting of Dr. R. C. Hoff
Dear Mr. Sellers I have yours of man, R. Bedichek and G. M. badler,
October 15th, with enclosure.
met todav and organized. Dr. Hoffman
Referring to the condition of Raton was chosen chairman, and R. BediPass for auto travel, I wish to say chek, secretary and treasurer.
The
that the Raton Pass between Trini- time of meeting was fixed for the nrst
dad and Raton is open for auto travel Monday of each month at 8:30 a. m.
the entire year with only rare excep- in Dr. Hoffman's office. The secretions for a short time during an ex- tary was instructed to procure from
ceptionally hard winter. There has the present board of county commisbeen no snow in our vicinity this fall, sioners a full statement of the condi
and the pass is in excellent condition tion of the road funds of the county,
at the present time for tourist travel, and of any matters touching the roads
and it is a delight to anyone to trav- now pending.
el between Trinidad and Raton at
E.
Burdick. one of the pioneers of
this time of the year, and at any this valley, received a letter today
time during the year. I am told that from H. W. Coon, of Earlville, N. Y.,
our road commission keeps the pass this being the first communication
repaired at all times, and it is unjust riassed between them for sixty years.
for anyone to cast erroneous reflec-ibo- They were boys together in New York
fishermen on
they are and were tireless
sometning wu
not familiar with. I 6peak from a streams in York state. Mr. Burdick
residence of 31 years at Raton, and has replied giving Mr. Coon an ac
feel that I am qualified to pass an count of a recent fishing trip on me
Gila. He sent also a pic
opinion.
I regret to see so much knocking ture of a long string of deer horns killa day's
against the old trails road by the peo- ed in the Gila country within
ple on the north and south of us, but automobile ride of Deming. During
this trin a tremendous timber wolf
I presume that these misstatements
are made from a selfish point of view was trapped, his jaws were wide open
ne
without actual knowledge of condi- and a picture made of mm as u
were howling for his mates. This photions.
was also sent along as an exI hope you will be able to convince tograph
hibit
tending to prove the superiority
Mr. Lowe of the real conditions, and nf
Mexico as a hunting and fish
Npw
if I can be of 'any service to you
over the empire state. Mr.
section
ing
please command me.
Burdick states that during one season
Yours very truly,
on the T J ranch on the Gila, the
(Signed) J. J. SHULER,
boys killed seventeen bear, one of
Mayor. which was a gigantic grizzly weighing
1?00 pounds, and measuring eighteen
It is quite
inohPB between the ears.
Mr.
$100 REWARD, $100.
likely that Mr. Coon will accept
The readers of this paper will be Burdlck's Invitation to have anotner
pleased to learn that there is at least hunt after these sixty years on the
one dreaded disease that science has Gila.
een able to cure in all its stages, and
Mm Hoean. seventy years of age,
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure fell last evening and suffered a dislo
is the only positive cure now known cation of the hip.
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh E. Johnson, of Cripple Creek, Colo.,
being a constitutional disease, re is prospecting here this week.
quires a constitutional treatment
Jas. S. Waddtll and Rev. K.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally Ij Major
Foulks have returned from Las
acting directly on the blood and mu- Cruces where they attended the Methcous surfaces of the system, thereby odist conference. Mrs. Waddill will
destroying the foundation of the dis- remain in Cruces several weeks visit
ease, and giving the patient strength
relatives.
by building up the constitution and ingRnrt ITiiirheA leaves tonight for New
assisting nature in doing Its work.
he will spend several
The proprietors have so much faith York, where
in its curative powers that they offer weeks on business.
Wm. Rixler leaves this week for Sa- One Hundred Dollars for any case that
extended visit
it fails to cure. Send for list of tes- lina, Kan., for an
Mrs Marv Smith, of Monanans,
timonials.
Address V. 3. CHENEY & CO., To- Texas, Is here this week on business.
the
h m. Van Sickle brought moftocom
ledo. Ohio.
room of the chamber
exhibit
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
merce today seven prisetaker onions,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
weighing nine pounds. Mr. Van Sickle

18, 1912.

HOURS
Cap- -

N
Each
suie bears (MIDY):
the nameS-X- ;

SO CONVEN

IS QUITE

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheecrfully given.

Beware qf counterfeits j
ALL DKUOG1STS j

Have You Tried

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
Haye You Tried Fresh

To Be Right

It Must Be

You Have Always

COFFEE

Fresh, and We Have It
It Is Up to You !

Kicked About the

TFeetf
PerfectFreeFrom
i-

Bunions

-f

This is the place to get them. We are
collecting all tne coma anu uui

We know It, and we
are ready for the
coffee expert, the coffee critic, and if we
cannot please you,
why then we will
say we do not understand our business. We have the
exclusive agency for
the Celebrated

town. .

Kivi"5 l

.

i

a,.... with vrv
Dr. A. Reed

neauny, nurumi k
nair nf the famous
Cushion ahoes.
AA

"bunions if
You stmplycan't have corns
i'T.
rku
you wear
prevent and to away
They're made toInside
of a month, you'll
with corns-a- nd
see the wonaertui c.iaago in
The reason is simply this: In Dr. A. Reed
tusnion pnoM, y"u lwt
7 .Y;
"
soft cushion lnsoie ino view""no fric
and there's
uppers is released
.
corna
ail
uimnww
your
tion at
But best of all. you'll enjoy walking
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F. T. SMITH COFFEE CO.'S

m

i
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yourweignt is.uiwu
t

uiu famrma Dr. A.
many Hiyic w

Reed

Cushion Shoe
trom at reasonauw

HIGH GRADE FRESH ROAST,

the dry roast. We are safe
in saying they are absolutely the best to
be had.

!HW"

.

t cosmoa SvirPOSTSWjar

THE TASTE TELLS!

JOHN PFLUEGER.

Headquarters for FRESH OYS
TERS, and when we say their
FRESH we mean it I
GROCERY

THE MODERN

CO.

The Store With a Conscience.

ORPINGTOUS

S. G. BUFF
A Number of

Cockerels
For sale at

Thoroughbred

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS

ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A.

Wfieelon

phoKe cm

j

tobal Garcia, Licolas Grlego, Crespin
FOR PUBLICATION.
Land
S.
V.
Gallegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all of
of
the
Interior,
Department
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NOTICE

10, 1912.

,

Notice Is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
on October 25, 1909, made Homestead
Kntrv No. 011996 for Lots 4. 5 and 6
of Section 6, Township 16 N., Range
10-and on March 26, 1912, made
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed. notice of Intention to make
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim
tn the land above described.- - before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Lend Of
fice, at Santa Jf e, ew jnexico, on mo
22d day of November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cris
E.,

Rcgiter.
You cannot get up to date printing
merlal
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and a
the same time expert mechanics. Tout
orders are always assured personal at
tenttoDL

Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of the
n
New Mexican will put your real
m the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible ouyers,
es-t.-

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

18, 1912.
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Tiie Oldest Blood Disease

H

TAILORING
IN ALL

ITS BRANCHES

Evening Suits made up of very
FINEST QUALITY FABRICS

with Extra Good Finishings
at Very Reasonable Prices

Business Suits and
Overcoats Maorrour
Made to Fit You, Made to Suit Your Taste

SPLENDID VALUES
$35--tO"$4-

0

We Guarantee the Fit.

The Capital Tailor
-

PAGE THREE

They used a Buick 19. The party had
killed three deer up to the time these
gentlemen left, Messrs. Bunch, Tod
Barber and Arthur Crozicr being the
fortunate ones who brought down the
deer. The Argus acknowledges a gen- orons portion.
Carlsbad Argus.

The most ancient history furnishes evidence that mankind suffered
with Contagious Blood Poison. The disease has come down through all
as it has ever been, a scourge and blight upon huthe ages and is
manity. The symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same as in its
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact, whereCOW MEN BANQUET.
as, it was once considered an incurable infection. S. S. S. is an antidote
for the virus of Contagious Blood Poison, and cures
The cow Vien from the west side
it in all its forms and stages. S. S. S. possessing of the Pecos were treated to a banboth purifying and tonic properties routs out all the quet at the Legal Tender restaurant,
poison, and at the same time builds up the general by W. E. Thayer, last Friday afterhealth. A person who has been cured of Conta- noon. In the party were also a few
gious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S. need not from Carlsbad making thirty-threin
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time. all. Quite a number of after dinner
This great medicine checks the progress of the
speeches were made and the cow
poison and gradually but surely all sores and erup- men enjoyed the affair
hugely. Every
throat
and
ulcerated
mouth
tions heal,
pass away, one
having sold their steers at a
the hair stops falling out,
splotches
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease good price and the late rains insuring good winter feed, a more good
is left. Ilome Treatment book and any medical advice free.
to-da-

(SSS)

THIS IS

EVERYBODY'S
SHOE STORE

e

copper-colore- d

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO

ATLANTA,

humored crowd could not be imagin
ed, and when they started homeward all were loud in praise of Mr.
Thayer's thoughtfulness in ordering
the tpread. Carlsbad Current.

GA.

NEWS OF THE STATE

w

E CATER

TO THE SHOE REQUIRE- MENTS OF EVERYBODY I We have
Shoes for every member of the family, from
Grandpa down to Baby !

SHIPPING SWEETS.
MICKEY.

He's our little puppy people say he's
Just a cur,
But we got him from McCurdy's
where the other puppies were,
An' we pinched his ears to lift him,
like the niggers do down south,
An' we sure was good and certain
there's a black roof to his mouth.
He's a homey sort of puppy, an' he
stays right close to home,
An chews up overshoes an' things
until he sees us come,
An' then he curls aroun' our feet, an'
nibbles at our heels,
Because he wants to show us just how
lovln'ly he feels
He may be a little cur dog, of th' cur-rekind that's made,
But If people want to swap us, you
can bet we'd never trade,
For he loves us, an' he shows it,
bless th' darlin' little cuss,
An' love from even puppy dogs is
what counts most with us.
)
(By the News
San Juan Sentinel.

beauty as well as durability. The entire stretclr of double track between
Trinidad and Raton will be ballasted
same
with the
material.
Raton
Range.
LEG BROKEN.
Milt Craig met with a serious accident Sunday afternoon while trying
out a coft on the rncp track east of
town.
He was riding bareback and
the colt flew the track and in attempt
ing to jump off he struck against a
rock breaking his leg between the
knee and ankle. Dr. McCreary was
called in to set the broken leg and

reported the patient resting as easily
as could be expected. Magdalena

News.

On Monday the bee men of this sec-

EVERY SHOE WE SELL
IS AN EXCEPTIONAL

tion began loading two cars with
honey and finished it yesterday. Mr.
Rauchfuss, of the Colorado Honey Producers association, was here to oversee the shipment and grade the honey.
The sales were made at $ 2.75 for No.
1, $2.60 for choice and $2.40 for No.
2. There was very little fancy made
here this year and so no figures were
given us on this.
The two cars will bring growers of
this section $(JO)0. This is a very neat
sum but it could just as well be made
But let us state here that
$30,000.
anyone engaging in it should give it
their personal attention and have
enough bees that they can afford to
do this. It will not pay for a number
of farmers to have a few hives that
are left to take care of themselves.
Such, a method instead of helping
would kill what can be made one of
our profitable industries. Farmington

GOOD VALUE

!

It Wasn't We Woudn't Sell It To You!

MEN'S SHOES

Smart or Conservative Styles, Shoes
for Dress, Comfort and Durability !
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00

,

WOMEN'S SHOES

KEPT BUSY.
Shoes for the
The Raton brick plant has been in
House Wear.
full operation for the past several
Shoes
as
Such
all
Women
pleasweeks and expects to be so occupied
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
East Side of Plaza,
ure in wearing .. ..
during the fall and winter months
for
KILLED BY HORSE.
filling several large contracts
0,
$3-0brick. An order for 60,000 brick has
This community was greatly shock-!
recently been filled for material used ed last Tuesday in the sudden death
in the erection of a new school house of S. B. Whitlow.
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
Mr. Witelow attended the fair at La
An attempt at suicide was made last at Maxwell and a car load of brick is
lv in Lande, and was a spectator at the
night by an abandoned woman in the hpinc nhinnprl pvmi'v ntlior
Good Looking, Servicable Shoes,
peo horse races which were run on main
downtown district, who it is said, Dawson where the Phelps-Dodgnew
are
a
DISTRIBUTOR OF
to fit growing feet correctly
$150,000 street of that place.
constructing
swallowed a small portion of poison. pie
Details in the case could not be given. store. The entire contract for 300,000
It seems that one of the horses beA man who rushed into the McCain brick used in its construction will be came unmanageable and ran into a
crowd on the side walk, injuring sevdrug store for an antidote, gave meag- furnished by the local brick plant.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
re news and rushed off without di- Raton Range.
eral parties.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
No report
the particulars.
vulging
Mr. Whitlow went to the assistance
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
HUNTERS BACK.
was made to the authorities.
Roswell
of a boy that was hurt and was himNews.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Part of the big hunting party self kicked in the nose.
which went to the Guadalupe mounHe walked to the doctor's office
NEW BALLAST.
tains last week in quest of the elu where his wound was dressed, the docA Santa Fe work train has been at sive and suspicious deer, returned to tor stating that his nose was broken!
work on the mountains for the past Carlsbad Tuesday evening. Those
(After having his wound dressed, he
several weeks laying limestone bal- who have returned are
Messrs. got in his buggy with his daughter
last which is shipped here from the Kerr, Jackson, Hunsick and Cunning- and started for home, but on the way
cut-of- f
country. The ballast is white ham, who made the return trip in he became suddenly ill, and died in
in
color
and hardens into a solid rock about nine hours. As the country his daughter's arms before reaching
This is the first of sis articles by good things! I am sure that I could
cement after being moistened, mak- traversed is very rough, the time town, where they started for treatGilson Gardner, staff correspondent render some useful service as senaIs unsurpassed in made is
a
considered
remarkable. ment upon his sudden illness.
of this newspaper, outlining the Bull tor, and I would be very glad to do ing road bed that
Moose program.
Gardner has been that."
This was in the winter of 1907-8- .
Intimately In touch with- Roosevelt
for many years and is especially qual- Nine months later Taft was elected,
ified to present his side of the cam- During the period between Taft's election and his inauguration, it became
paign problems.
I
Why is Roosevelt a candidate? To increasingly evident that he intended
ROENTGEN RrtV PHOTOGRAPH OF THE HAVOC
answer this question, it is necessary to repudiate his promises to Roose FIRST PUBLISHED
to tell about an interview I had with velt and to reverse the Roosevelt
WROUGHT BV WOULD-B- E
ASSASSIN.
He took counsel with the
Col. Roosevelt in February, 1908. I policies.
had been seeing much of the colonel most notorious of Roosevelt's eneUSE THE
then president keeping in touch mies the men whom Roosevelt had
in
hardest
the
with him for news of the campaign fought
which he was really personally con- campaign to nominate Taft. His cabducting to make Taft his successor. inet appointments were a slap in the
He was making a hard fight against face to all the Roosevelt men who
the combined opposition of Knox, had supported him. He was seeking
Fairbanks, Cannon, Foraker and Pen- support from the Cannon machine in
rose, known as the "allies." In be- the house and the Aldrich machine
SHORTEST LINE TO
ginning this campaign Roosevelt had in the senate.
Roosevelt went to Africa. When
explained his reasons:
he returned he found the Ballinger
"I don't want to see these policies
J
controversy in full swing, and was
thrown into the ditch," said he. "We informed
by all the people who had
4
have made a pretty good start, but if
upheld his policies that Taft had
a man comes into office of the Cannon been
a distinct failure.
or Fairbanks type of mind, all our
From that time on, Roosevelt carework will be undone and the country
refrained from any promise to
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
will be set back for years. I would fully out
of the presidential race. He
keep
like to have a man succeed me who told
everybody that while at the
will carry forward the work which
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
time he saw no occasion for becomI have done."
ing a candidate, he would not bind
Curiosity prompted me to ask: "And himself and intended to leave himself
what, colonel, do you propose to do? perfectly free to take any political
You have been a rather active man. action in the future which
might seem
Do you propose to accept a job as wise. This course can be easily tracpresident of some college and give ed to Roosevelt's determination
to
out occasional interviews on
do all in his power to undo, the great
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
subjects?"
mistake which he made in giving the
The colonel smiled. "I will not be- country Mr. Taft. He felt that the
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Department of the Interior,
come the Sage of anything," he said. monumental treachery involved in
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
Then, becoming quite serious, he 'con- the Taft betrayal ought to be exSept. 11, 1912.
who, on March 5, 1909, made Hometinued: "My plan at least the thing posed and punished, and was willing
Notice Is hereby given that Andres stead Application Xo.
for
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who, S.
which at this time appeals to me is to take any steps necessary to bring
SW.
and Lot 3, Section 5,
on
Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead ap Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
this with a man in the White House about this result. For some time he
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
in sympathy with the things for which doubted seriously whether it would
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
SE
NE
N
Section 4, not ice of intention to make
I have made my fight I would be very be necessary to inject his own candifinal
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P. proof, to establish claim to the land
glad' to go to the United States sen- dacy into the struggle. As events
filed
has
notice of intention
Meridian,
ate. As senator from New York, I shaped themselves it became evident
to make final five year proof, to es- above described, before Register and
would have a place where I couirl that this would be necessary and
U. S. Land Office at Santa
tablish claim to the land above de- Receiver,
continue making the fight; and, by that the fight to overthrow the forces
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
Rebefore
the
or
scribed,
Register
George, 1 believe it would be a win- which had grouped themselves around
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M on Nov. December, 1912.
witnesses:
Claimant names as
ning team!" said the colonel, with his Taft in the defense of special privi16, 1912.
S. Torres,
Florencio
Noberto
Sanchez,
peculiar, characteristic emphasis. "I lege could only be overthrown by his
Claimant names as witnesses:
could help a lot in the senate, aud own efforts.
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
with the White House back of me, we
That is why Roosevelt is now runGarcia, Albino Gonzales,
Salvador Kennedy, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
could put through a lot of corking ning for president.
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
:
'
Register.
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Times-Hustle-
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$3.50, $4.00

$2.50,
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$5.00

BOYS' & GIRL'S SHOES

aHENRY KRICK&- -

built

e

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00
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ONE GOOD REASON FOR
THE ROOSEVELT CANDIDACY

PFLUEGER'S
The Family Shoe Man

When Going:

-

HERE'S THE

BULLET

IN

ROOSEVELT'S

BODY.

-

EAST

.

Denver, Colorado

WEST)

Springs and Pueblo

09058-10481-

2

4

1-- 2

1-- 2

NATURE'S

tiA-W- .

Nature' laws are perfect if only we obey them, but disease follows disobedi
nee. Go straight to Nature for the cure, to the forest; there are mysteries there,
some of which we can fathom for you. Take the bark of the
y
tree,
with mandrake root, Oregon grape root, atone root, queen's root, bloodroot and
a
seal
make
scientific, glyceric extract of them, with just the right
root,
golden
proportions, and you have

t4;

s6jm:i

. ,

Wild-cherr-

took Dr. Pierce, with the assistance of two learned chemists and pharma
cists, many months of hard work experimenting to perfect
this vegetable alterative and tonic extract of the greatest
efficiency.
Mb. C. V. Pawley, of Mill villo, Calif., writes : "I wish
to tell you that I have used your 'Golden Medical Discovery in my family for twenty years. We have had a
doctor called In but onco during that time. I have a family
of ten children, all well and hearty, for which, to a great
extent, we owe thanks to yon and your ' Golden Medical
Discovery and Pellets,' which we use when sick."

C W. Pawlet,

Baa,

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorats)
ttomacb, liver and bowels.
tiny granules.
Sugar-coate-

d,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Department of the Interior,
jLand Office at Santa Fe, New Mex-- I Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex.,
Oct. 15, 3912.
ico, Oct. 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that FlorenNotice is hereby given that Frutosc
cio Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mox-icof
Now
Mexico,
Cerrillos,
jCallegos,
who, on August 24, 1908, made
who, on May 20, 1908, made Home- NOTICE

o,

DOCTOR PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
It

1--

Lots 5 and 6, Section
SW
E
t, V4 North,'ifor
Township
fi TownshiD
13 Nortn,
9 Ea8t
P.
Range East,
Meridian, has'Xew MeX- - prin Meridian hag flIe)J
filed notice of intention
to make notice of intention to make
threo- final proof, to establish claim to year Proof to establish claim to the
the land above described, before
above described, before Register
ister or Receiver, U. S. Land Olfics at;or Receiver, U. S. Land Office,
at
th-Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
5th Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th dav
day of December, 1912.
of December, 1912.
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Pablo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Kennedy, New Mexico.
Kennedy, New Mexico.
MANUEL K. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Register,

77

Se.ct.on
8

While millions of people awaited
the word from Colonel Roosevelt's
bedside that would tell whether the
bullet in his chest had touched any
vital organ and periled his life, the
anxious, grave corps of surgeons used
that marvel of modern medical diagphotograph, to deter
nosis, the
mine the answer. Even as the wonderfully piercing Roentgen rays were
thus faithfully recording the Interior
y

picture of Roosevelt's body upon the
sensitive photographic plate, the candidate chatted and joked with the
savants of medicine. Quickly" the
plates were developed and the first
prints were scanned closely. Then
the results were formulated in the
bulletin which announced . that Colonel Roosevelt's wound was serious,
but not alarming, that the bullet plainly shown had traversed the tissues

of the chest four

inches, but had
miraculously avoided damaging either
liver or lung. Although an older marvel of photographic discovery and use
than the aerial picture of a great auto
race, recently presented to Santa Fe
readers for the first time by the Daily
New Mexican, it is as great a wander
of modern man's inventive genius.
And you see it first, of course, in this
case as in others, in the Daily New
Mexican..

2

22
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j
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.
MAY BE
?
TAKEN TO HIS HOME
SUNDAY IS THE HOPE.

(Continued from page one).

..

.

New York, Oct. 18. Count Charlee Vm going to carry this one on BroadDe Chabbannes, a French
portrait way, even if I get what you call it
H.
H.
P.
J.
R.,
$100,000;
$100,000;
statement that Washfor it."
Morgan & Company, $150,000; George painter whose were inartistic
in pinched
but J. Gould, $100,000, and many others. ington women
Joseph V. Uberall, who posed as
ized contributions by E. H. Harriman,

NO, TY COBB IS NOT PROUD OR PLUTOCRATIC
HE'S WILLING TO KEEP ON PLAYINGFOR $1 A MINUTE.
WOULDN'T YOU PLAY BALL AT
THAT PRICE?
Mr. Cobb wants J13.000 a year for
'
placing baseball.
He plays about 125 games a season.
That would bring him" $120 a" game."
A game lasts two hours or less."
That, means, that, Mrv, Cobb would
a minute.
make at least
This is a story of Tyrus Raymond
Cobb, frequently billed as the greatest
player baseball has ever produced and
always referred to as the most advertised player in the business. Frank
Navin, owner of the Detroit Tigers,
the man who has become rich through
this same advertising, appears in a
minor role.
contract with the
Cobb's three-yea- r
Detrbitclub" expires at the end of
this season. Strange as it may seem,
Cobb has a pretty good idea of his
value to a bail club, of his worth as
a player and his ability to make the
turnstiles click faster than ever before.
For the last three years Cobb has
been playing for a salary reliably reported to be $9,000, probably the
highest stipend paid to any mere
Cobb .knows that at that
player.
Navin, of
prie he is dirt cheap.
course, knows that same thing.
bb hasn't said., what his salary
will, be next year, but you can go
broke tbtf the figures it the contract
wiKbe very nearly what Cobb wants.
He has asked a few of his intimate
friends if they thought that $15,000
would be enough for one year's salary. That furnishes a- pretty good
line on what Cobb will ask for next

'V

J,-;"-

-

j

'

TYRUS

RAYMOND

I

COB&WHQ. W ANTS $15,000 A YEAR.

,

a
gian the Tigers
V
attraction.
mediocre
.
And he will, get it, topr The.
5 In every city In the American league
troit team' is how' the best drawing
thousands of fans go to see, not the
card on the "road that there is in
Tigers play, but the Tiger play, that
baseball.
Tiger being none other than Cobb.
Cobb is", the best The statement that Cobb pulls off
Beg pardon!
game
Geor- - something startling in every
drawing card, for without the
would

year.

be only

De-

SEE HER

-

SAYS1ETHEL INTMPODI.
SMASHING CURES MASHINGLEARNING FROM THE NOTED ENGLISH BOXER.

ETHEL 1NTRAPODI AND JIMMIE W
ALSH, SNAPPED AT AN EXCITING
MOMENT JN THEIR BOXING.

would be a trifle extravagant,
you can never tell when he will score
from first on an infield hit, steal second, third and home in quick succession or pull off a wonderful catch in
the outfield.
All of these thlng3 of course make
Cobb a drawing card. But they ara
not the only things. On and off the
ball field, Cobb's artistic temperament
is always In evidence. Fans in every town want to see the player who
became peeved because a mere hotel
clerk had the audacity to refuse to
change his room when Cobb demanded a switch.
They want to see the man who had
the temerity to climb into the Btands
in New York and pummel a rooter
who was annoying him.
They all want to see the man who
started the baseball strike, which
gave baseball moguls a lot to think
about and eventually led to the formation of the players' union.
None of these fans will overlook
the opportunity of seeing the man
who was stabbed by Detroit thugs,
and then made these same thugs get
down on their knees when they discovered his identity.
There is only one Cobb. Probably
there will never be another. He
probably has more enemies than any
other man in baseball. His teammates detest him; players on other
teams hate him, but all are forced to
admit that as a ball player he j in. a
class by himself.
In view of all thBse things,' Mr.
Cobb will, of . course, tell Mr. Navin
what he expects in the way of salary.
Mr, Navin will naturally demur, but
in the end he will pay 'Cobb-jus- t
what he asks. For the Detroit owner might just as well lock the gates
of his ball park as to try to run a
team without Cobb.

Dover said he had made his list
shortly after the close of the 1904
campaign from a book which Mr. Bliss
let him see. Dover said his list undoubtedly contained errors made in
copying and that he never had compared it with the original. The largest contributors down on the list .were
Andrew Carnegie, $10,000; George J.
Gold, .$100,000; Roswell Miller, $20,-00S. D. Wainwright, $25,000; E. H.
Harriman, $100,000; C. S. Mellen, $50,-00E. T. Stotesburg, Philadelphia,
$25,000; S. F. Wainwright, $30,000; S.
J. Wainwright, $20,000; C. N. B. for P.
R., $25,000; E. V. L. Meyer, $20,000;
H. H. R. and .T. D. W., $100,000; R. S.
Howes, International Harvester company, $20,000; E. T. Statesbury, $20,-00G. W. P. committee, $100,000; J.
P. Morgan C- Company, $100,000; H.
W. Kendall, : 20,000;
Chauncey M.
& ComJ.
P.
Morgan
Depew, $100,0(1;
pany (additional), $50,000; J. H. Hyde,
$25,000; J. F, TJryden, $25,000; Adolph
Lewison, $10,n;0; G. V. L. Meyer,
$10,000; G. & X. W. Hughin, Illinois,
$25,000; F. B. Williams, New Orleans,
$20,000; Hawaii Sugar Planters' association, $10,000; G. V. L. Miller, $10,-00Clarence H. Alackay, $15,000;
Isaac N. Scligman, $10,000; J. H.
Sniff, $25,000; A. D. Julliard, $10,000;
Whitelaw Ro!d, $20,000; James Spey- er, $25,000; M. A. Hanna (family),
$15,000; G. W. P., $100,000; J. F.
$10,000: John Jacob Astor, $5000;
Senator Piatt, $10,000; G. V. L. Meyer,
$25,000;
$25,000; E. T. Stotesbury,
M. C D. Borden, $10,000; James Still-mafor Cuba
$5000; A. G. Smith',
Mail Steamf hip cbmpany, $10,000; S.
Jj Wainwright; $25,000; E. T. Stotesbury, $25,000; H. H. Rogers, $10,000;
Bethlehem "Steer company; $5000; E.
T. Statesbury, $20,000; G. W. P. committee, $10,000; American Can committee, $10,000; Robert Mathers, $25,-00E. T. Stdtesbury, $25,000; Union
'
League club, Philadelphia, $15,000;
P.
J.
Robert Baron, $10,000;
Morgan
HUERTA TAKES
'&Company, $50,000; 3.' H. Hyde,.
Seligman, $10,000; James
COMMAND AGAINST Stillman, N.$10,000;
E. H. Harriman,
REBEL FORCES $50,000; H. C Frick, $50,000; D. O.
Mills, $5000; H. McK. Twombly, $10,-00G. W. Perkins,
$30,000; J. H.
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 18. MobilF. Bryden, $25,000;
ization of troops for the campaign Schiff, $5000; J.
Whitelaw Reld, $10,000; G. W. Perkagainst Diaz is being accomplished as
$5000; Nicholas Murray Butler,
speedily as possible.' General Huer-t- a ins,
has accepted command. Fifteen $5000.
This was the list as put in evidence.
hundred soldiers are expected to be
No serious
defections Dover testified he had supposed the
assembled.
W. Perkfrom the army have been reported. "G. W. P." stood for George
believed the
he
He
ins.
explained
The chamber of deputies last night
and inaccurvoted down the resolution introduced list showed repetitions
acies and he believed the list without
by opposition deputies Wednesday verification was of little Value. tV !''
night, demanding ' "the resignation of
Dover's list totaled up to $2,280,018.
'
the cabinet.
does not account for repetitions
This
General Huerta has taken command or inaccuracies.
of the government forces operating
against the rebels under Felix Diaz.
No further defections. from the federal BECKER'S PLIGHT IS ;
RESULT OF CONSPII
army to the rebels' have been reportDECLARES HIS LAWYER
ed here. Communication is interrupted between this city and Vera Cruz.
(Continued from page one).
Everything is quiet here.

Robert Lang, Weston.
Elias Clark, Alcalde.
J. F. Downing, Kansas City.
S. H. Merri weather, Denver.
N. A. Spence, Chicago.
'
D. A. Brumbaugh, Denver.
W. B! Joiner, El Paso. .
MONTEZUMA.
O, L. Owen, City.
O. T. Miller, Oregon.'
J. W. Collier, Estancia.
J. A. Street Tucumcari.,
Mrs. A. P. Towne. Cerrillos.

(A dashing young actress who just
now' is playing an important role in
"The Merry Widow Remarried.")
I am not a suffragette, nor even a
suffragist, but I do believe that a
woman should be able to protect herself from that breed of brutes commonly known as mashers. These insufferable beings masquerading in the
form of man have been on the increase and there seems to be an epidemic of the craze, or disease, or
whatever you may call it.
Your clinging vine of a woman
naturally runs away screaming, to a
4

JACK JOHNSON
IS CHARGED
WITH ABDUCTION

policeman, if she is so lucky as to
find one. Her nerves get a terrible
wrench and she maybe laid up; for
days.
But your girl of spunk and independence is able to take care of herself. If she can land a stinging" blow
behind the ear on one of these mashers, she is safe. If she can deliver a
a "solar plexus"
strong upper-cut- ,
blow, she can walk the streets unmolested and unafraid.
Some years ago I came to tfie conclusion that I would train so thai 1
could protect myself from insult. I
took lessons in boxing and I learnei
a few tricks that have stood me In
good stead.
Lately, I found that mashing was
again the craze and I determined to
revive my boxing prowess. While in
Chicago I learned that Jimmy Walsh,
the tlyweight champion of England,
was in town. I looked him up and
took some lessons from him that I
The girl broke down and threw her
arms around her mother.
Johnson was arrested at his home
on West Thirty-firs- t
street and taken
in a taxicab to the city hall station,
where he was booked and then released to arrange a bail bond of $800.
The pugilist demanded to see Miss
Cameron and procure her release on
bail, but his request was refused.
Johnson gave a cash bond of $800,
He is scheduled to appear in court
for a hearing tomorrow.-:.:-.

Chicago, Oct. 18. Jack Johnson,
world's champion pugilist, was charged with abducting Miss Lucile Cameron, 19, in a warrant sworn out by
the girl's mother, Mrs. F. Cameron-Falconeof Minneapolis today. Mrs.
Cameron-Falcone- t
appeared with an
attorney before Municipal Judge
Wells, who signed the warrant.
BLONDE YOUNG WOMAN
The mother became hysterical when
FIGURES IN CASE
she faced her daughter in the police New York, Oct. 18.- A suit for di-- j
vorce brought against Hal Chase, tliai
station.
"I would rather see you spend all New York American League baseball
your life in jail than one day in the player, received a setback today when
company of that negro," Mrs. Cameron-F- Supreme Court justice Greenbaum returned tfie referee's report recom- alconet
cried.
t,

actress is particularly at the
mercy of the masher. In the first
place, he considers her his legitimate
prey. In the second place, she is
often, compelled to go from theater to
hotel, alone and unprotected.
' In my opinion, an upper-cu- t
landed
squarely on the jaw of a masher, is
one of the most effective ways of
curing him. In this way, a person
avoids the publicity that always fol
lows the arrest of one of these creatures, and again, one feels safe on the
streets, and that is a great deal to
a woman who has to make her way
in the world. I feel sure that if every
business woman would take up box
ing she would find that she saved
herself a great deal of annoyance. The
exercise is healthful and invigorating,
and it gives a woman a feeling of
power that is exhilerating.
When women take up boxing the
masher will be a thing of the past.
He will slink away like the coward
that he is. A jab in the jaw will eliminate him entirely and he will be as
rare as the dodo bird.
.

mending that the decree sought by
Justice
Chase's wife be granted.
Greenbaum directed the referee in the
new hearings to examine the registers of hotels at which, It is alleged,
Chase registered with a party, of
which, a "blonde young woman" was
a member.
,

,

I.

PALACE.
R. H. Bell, Chicago.
Carl L. Hecht, St. Louis.
A. M. Patten, Denver.
Charles H. Dugan, Hodges.
M. W. Thompson',"'' Espanola.

me.
An

Dry-den-

-

p

rl

representative of the Austrian
eneral
and is alleged to have
swindled immigrants out of at least
$40,000, was held by Judge
Swann
yesterday in $10,000 bail to answer, to
w - t
He was arrested as he was leaving j
consul-g-

Russo. He had been arraigned on a 4i
cnargB 01 ubjus uie maun ior irauav i
floor of ;
the thirty-firs- t
the Bankers Trust building, some,
time ago, have been furnished and
Mr. Morgan's secretary has been installed there. Mr. Morgan has re- -'
cently visited his office regularly
when in town.
liner TenWhen the Lamport-Hol- t
nyson, from the West. Indies, was
sixty miles from Sandy Hook Monday morning thousands of little birds
suddenly settled on Its funnels, ventilators, blew into the cabins and even
the engine room, apparently to escape the ' cold winds. Several hundreds of the birds were still aboard
when the Tennyson berthed at pier
No. 9, East river.
They are about
oo
aa wrona nf a hrisrhi Yellow
canary color on the breast, which
fades off into a gray over the rest
of the body and on the wings shades
into brown and black. Some of them
we're sent to the Bronx Zoo aviaries
and 'the others taken to New Jersey
and freed, to prevent their extermination by English sparrows.
own use on

lni-cr- o

.

HOTEL ARRIUALS.

fancy will be of much assistance to

-

painting their faces caused much
gossip, returned here from Europe
yesterday. According to the count
the handsomest women in this country are to be found in Philadelphia.
The rare beauty of even the working
girls in the.- Quaker City, he said,
caused him to stop on the street and
gaze spellbound at their pretty faces.;
'It; is quite true that painting the
faoes attractively is a, lost art with
women," he continued., "The women
of the seventeenth century knew how
to use cosmetics and powder with
The woman of today,
good effect.
however, has no idea of painting and
powdering herself to fit the hour. She
uses the same make-uin the morning that she wears at night, and the
result is horrible."
Girls, attention,
please. If you
don't carry a "swagger stick" you
may consider yourself one of those
French words meaning "behind the
times."
The swagger stick is all the rage
on the continent. If a man carried it,
it would be called a walking stick.
The first one to make its appearance
here is of rosewood, with a mother-of-peahandle, a gold band and a
bone ferule. Real cute, neat, but not
gaudy.
Miss MizzI Hajos, a leading lady In
a "Spring Maid" company, carried
one as she walked down the gangplank of the Prinz Freiderich.
"I'm going to try to introduce them
over here," she said. Abroad one is,
not dressed unless? they carry qb4i

Mrs. Thomas McBride, Denver.
J. M. C. Chavez, Jr., Abiquiu.
Pedro Garcia, Ortiz, Colo.
Juanlta C. Garcia, City.
John Lewis Clark, Albuquerque.
M. Nash, Albuquerque.
A. A. Senecal, Albuquerque.
N. M. Rosenfield, Rochester.
A. D. Wilbanks, French.
P. J. Meyer, Denver.
CORONADO.

Clpriano Lucero, San Pedro.
EUROPEAN.

Frank Corarrultra.

BIG KANSAS

CITY BANKER IN
SANTA FE TODAY
John F. Downing, president of the
New England National bank of Kansas City, Mo., who is making a tour
of the southwest, is in Santa Fe today
calling upon local bankers. He also
paid a visit to O. N. Marron, state
treasurer and Albuquerque, attorney
and banker, and discussed , the finan
.
cial situation with him.
Mr. Downing is an old time banking
man of Kansas City and his bank is
one of the old line, well established
institutions of the big city by the Kaw.
But although he handles a large
amount of business from all over the
southwest, Mr. Downing never has
been in New Mexico until now.
"I just made up my mind, that I'd
take advantage of this beautiful fail
weather and run out here," he said to
a New Mexican reporter this afternoon. "I have been to Raton, Las
Vegas, Santa Fe and I am going to Albuquerque next I want to say that
you bare a most wonderful country
and its future can not be predicted.
One realizes it more, coming here tor
the first time than perhaps you do
who live here in these fine mountains
and climate the year around. 'I also
was impressed with your citizenship
and your live hustling businessmen
and bankers. They help in making
any state. I know Ralph Stout, managing editor of the Kansas City Star
and all the newspaper boys back,
there. Colonel Nelson, owner of the
Star, Is an old time friend and I admire him very much. He is a great
old newspaperman and has done
wonders with his two papers, the Kansas City Star and the Kansas . City
Morning Times, both of which are run
under one. managenwnt'

SUICIDE
IS PUZZING DENVER.
he
body of
Denver, Colo., Oct.

STRANGE

18-T-

a man, Identified by - papers In his
pocket as Lester B. Brldaham, until
recently member of a large wholesale
drug firm here, was found early today
on the second floor of the Colorado
building. The man evidently had
fallen from the seventh floor, but
whether by accident or intent has
not been determined.
Investigation by the police strengthened the suicide theory. Early today Mrs. Brldaham telephoned C. W.
Knowles, an uncle, that her husband;
had secretly left their apartments.
Brldaham, It appears, gained en
trance to the building without the
knowledge of the janitor or elevator
oilot and went to the seventh floor. A
window on this floor directly above
where the body was found had been
opened and fresh shoe prints were
found on the sill.

ACQUITTAL OF MURDER.
Newark, N. J., Oct. 18. Allison M.
McFarland was acquitted this afternoon at his second trial on the charge
that he murdered his wife. The ver- ..Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
dict was returned oy a jury in the Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuildsupreme court.
r
ing of our new State. ',
It Will not pay you to watt your
time writing out your legal forms
A little want ad costs but a few
when you can get them already print- cents and brings wonderful results
ed at the New Mexican Printing when published in the New Mexican.
Company.
Try oneu
'

t

WILLIAM

JOBS.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 18. Testi-- '
mony that $200 which the government
eharges was expended for an explosion, was really used to unionize
jobs, was given by August Bussow,
Hoboken, N. J., in the "dynamite conspiracy" trial today. Bussow said as
treasurer of a local union at Jersey
City, N. J., of the International Association of Bridge and Structural Iron
Workers, he in 1907 received" $200
from J. J. McNamara. The government charges that about that time a
railroad bridge near Harrison, N. J.,
was blown up. The witness denied
that the money had been used for any
other purpose than to send a business
agent, now dead, to Philadelphia, to
consult there with officials of a construction company about unionizing
obs in the jurisdiction of the' New
f i
J
Jersey union.
NEW COAL COMPANY.

E. S. Perkins, of Prescott, Arizona,
was in Gallup the last of the preced
ing week on business connected with
the formation of a new coal company
to develop some property near town.
It is now practically assured that the
company will be formed as Mr. Perkins has interested a group of men who
have the capital to undertake the enterprise.
The editor of this paper has the
pleasure of having known Mr. Perkins
for several years. Some years ago he
was a resident of St. Johns, Arizona,
where he first engaged in the newspaper business, the writer of this subr
sequently owning the same plant,"
which was also his first newspaper
experience. Later Mr. Perkins and associates launched a daily in Phoenix.
Other newspapers were established
by him, including the Mining Journal,
This was a meritorious
of Prescott.
publication and through it Mr, Perkins
rendered a distinct service to he mining industry of Arizona and the
southwest.
That he fully appreciates the merit
of our special edition is evidenced,
by the fact that he ordered 300 copies
and paid for them in advance.
County Republican.
"

EMIL MIGNARDOT

FARAH

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
A
A

-

thirst I

Ulass of California Wine will

put blood in your veins

I

Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles !

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED

and DOMESTIC

riflAP

255 San Francisco St.

Phone

239 W

Everything Electric
GNAGEY & CO.,
Dealers in All Kinds of

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
We guarantee all our work to be
class and according to underwriters' rules. .We give repair work as
well as new work our prompt attention. We carry no old stock. .Everything new. Our prices, we assure you,
are the best that your city ever experienced. Just a few of your business
Hardmen for reference: Wood-Davi- s
l,
ware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H.
W. D. Arrlghl.
Office Pa lace and Cathedral Place.
P, O. Box 308.
fir st

pen-dah-

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

".TV"'
v
v

PRICE, $165.00
Magneto.
With Imported
a doubt with trouble

Motorcycle without
left at the factory.

Mc-Kinl-

:

?

It will not pay you to waste your
Hme writing
out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

LIGHT SILENT

PASH BROS.,

AND

RELIABLE.

Agts., Santa Fe

PEERLESS BAR

.

Enrique Sena, Albuquerque.
L. F. Smith, City, i

:

said he did not see Becker fn the vicinity at that time. He said he had
not promised Rose immunity for testifying in this case but there was a
stipulation signed in his presence.
Mr. Mclntyre called for the expla-natfoof the stipulation.
Mr. Whitman promised to produce
it together with similar stipulations
and
signed with Vallon, Webber
Schepps.
"Did you receive a statement from
Jack Rose?"
"Yes."
"Were Rose's relations with this
case written down on this paper- given you by Rose?"
"Yes."
Mr. Whitman declined to . produce
this paper unless so directed by the
court.
"I decline to direct the district attorney to do so," Justice Goff said.

MONEY USED FOR
UNIONIZING

Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

!

.

Rooms With Bath,

THE

....

AL

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one 01 tnese moaeraie pncu iwms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

I
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Established

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

18, 191Z

Incorporated

1856

PERSONALS!"

1903

TELEPHONES.
Editor's offifie, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!

BIG ENGINEERING
JOB IN FAR SIAM

PAGE FIVE

LA DIES!
You Will

LET US SHOW YOU

Find the

Our Large Assortment of
William Bradley Freeman, of Den
ver, who has made many visits to
In
Styles
Mounted Policeman J. A. Street is Santa Fe in connection with irrigaNew
BUT COME AN SEE
hero from Tucumcari.
tion projects, has recently been apis
Mrs. A. P. Towne of Cerrillos,
pointed as director of all irrigation
AT
FOR YOURSELF
Sweaters, Underwear, Gloves, Etc.
visiting friends here.
plans undertaken by the kingdom of
M. W. Thompson, a merchant of
Siam and will leave for that country
is at the Palace.
Also a New Shipment of
THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE
the middle of next mouth. He stopped MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
Miss Cranston and Miss Purling, of in Santa Fe last week on his return
125 Palace Ave.
New York City, are visiting Mrs. R. from the east where lie signed a conOne-Piec- e
L. Ormsby.
tract
Siamese
with
the
ambassador in
"
Elias Clark, postmaster and mer- Washington as irrigation engineer for
AGED JUDGE
a
chant at Alcalde, is in the city for
the kingdom for the next two years.
few dayB.
The reason of the appointment goes
SHOOTS WIFE
Mrs. Carl Leopold, Sr., Miss Marie back some ten years ago when the
ITHEN HIMSELF
'Leopold of Burlington, Iowa, and present ruler of Siam, then the
For Evening Wear are absolutely
Miss Anita Bergere of Santa Fe, have visited the United States and prince,
the last word In all that Is beautiful
became
returned from a' trip to the Rito de Interested in irrigation systems in the
18. Former j
Cortez, Colo., Oct.
and perfect in this line.
los Frijoles canon. They were gone west. He
saw the advis- County Judge Charles J. ScharnhorBt,
immediately
several days and had a delightful outneed 71. last nilrlit shot and klllf-d'ability of installing
LADIES' COATS,
irrigaFABRICS
NEW STYLES-N- EW
ing.
tion projects throughout all the north- his wife and himself. After killing
Miss May Bergere who underwent ern
! CLOAKS, SUITS
arid portion of Siam, and upon the woman he kissed his four chil-- j
NEW LINE of Misses' and
an operation for appendicitis at the
accession sent to the United States dren good bye, then telephoned to his
THE Girls'
DRESSES
sanitarium, is steadily improving. government for the names of
Blue Serge Suits and
him of
attorney, W. F.
irriga- the deed. Then Mowrey, telling
at
called
friends
have
her
of
Many
he placed the muzzle
tion experts. Six men were chosen by
Dresses are a Picture of the DressGOING TO BE THROWN ON THE COUNTERS THIS WEEK
the sanitarium to inquire about her
of the revolver with which he had
the
from
all
its
government
of
corps
maker's Art. Prices way down.
condition.
killed his wife to his own temple and
and in the sifting out pro
at prices that will shatter your nerves. We will show you
Attorney Ralph Easley, who has engineers
nred, killing himself instantly.
THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF
been ill for some days with malaria, cess William Bradley Freeman was offered
the position.
that we can give prices, and on the very best merchandise,
contracted in the lower altitudes, is
THE YOUTH'S COMPANMr. Freeman has been in charge of
Blazers & Knit Norfolk Jackets
merchandise that we back up with our name and reputation.
ION FOR 1913.1
reported much improved.
the hydrographic department of the
The Youth's Companion appeals to
Mrs, Fiske and her mother, Mrs.
You Never Go Wrong at Seligman's
with
geological survey
headquarters in
Franz, Will leave this evening for
Denver for the past four years and is every interest of family life, from
housekeeping to athletics. It begins
known as one of the most capable with
CO.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
stories of youthful vim and
Rough Rider E. E. VanHorn arrive a
the
in
west,
lie
has
spent vigor, with urticles which disclose the
today from Albuquerque to vlsit engineers
mucn
time in Santa i'e on his inspec- secrets of
friends here.
successful play in the great
Former Attorney General James M. tion trips and his friends here are de- games, with charming tales of life
at;
honor
the
with
come
that
has
lighted
He is
Hervey is here from Roswell.
to him. They are wondering if "Mon- the girls' college. But The Compan-- i
ion does not surrender these readers
stopping at the sanitarium.
tana Bill," with his customary breezy
Former Delegate to Congress Wilwhen
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
western heartiness, will slap His ious they have entered the more serliam H. Andrews passed through Lamy
paths of life. Mothers will weon
the
back
and
"Come
Highness
say:
j today on his way
to Albuquerque. .
lcome the page for little children and
One of
most comJohn K. Stauffer, formerly busi- on out for a Saturday night, King, old the weekly doctor's article. Fathers
chap."
ness manager of the Santa Fe New
will find the important news of the
plete modern homes in
be that the title of His ExCO. Mexican, arrived this afternoon from It may King
as it is, and not as it is rumored
BANK &
day
of
Fe.
Vagiravudl, will be to be. The entire household will apthe east.
He has been on a three cellency,
months' vacation, spent from coast to changed to His Sinallness, and the preciate the sketches which touch
FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS
new five foot, fifteen and a half inch
coast.
gently on common foibles or cariAmerican engineer will be called His cature
eccentricity. In short, for less
For Price and Terms Inquire of
Highness,
GEORGIA JUDGE IS FINED.
than four cents a week The Companion brings into the home clean enter
Does
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. a8. For writing
a newspaper article alleged to have KILLING OF
tainment, pure inspiration, fine ideals,
B.
increase of knowledge.
been derogatory to the state court of
,
GREEK MINERS
Room
8,
Capital City Bank Building-- Santa Fe, N. M.
Names rarely seen in tables of conappeals because that court twice re
Your Patronage Solicited v
WILL BE PROBED tents will be found in The Companversed his decisions sending a negro
ix:
IF IT S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
ion's Announcement for 1913. which
to prison for 20 years for assault, Cir
will
was
fined
be
18.
W.
sam$500
A
A.
sent
Fite
Oct.
cuit
with
upon
coroner's
Ely,
request
Neb.,
Judge
'
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
jury, impanelled yesterday, was ex- ple of the paper, to those not familiar
Saturday.
B.
If the fine is not paid the judge must pected tnis morning ito continue its with it.
J.
LAMY,
Every new subscriber for 1913 will
spend ten days in jail.
inquiry into the killing of two Greek
Soon after presenting the case for strikers by guards at the Steptoe receive free all the issues for the re-- J
Judge Fite, Colonel T. C. Milner, of smelter at McGill yesterday, and if maining weeks of 1912; also free, The
Window
Cartersville, Ga., died suddenly in an possible reconcile the apparently con- Companion
Transparency
office building here.
flicting accounts which have been giv- and Calendar for 1913, in rich, translucent colors the most beautiful of
en of the tragedy.
Two Acres in Orchard
all
Companion souvenirs.
It was not the intention of the
Eight-roo- m
Small
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
HIS
Nevada Consolidated Mining com144 Berkeley St.. Boston, Mass.
and
House,
which
the strike was
pany, against
New Subscriptions Received at this
Buildings.
declared, to attempt opera- Office.
HEART originally
tions at Copper Flat, its steam shovel
To make room for a targe shipment of FURNITURE.
of
ACRES ON ACEQU1A MAD RE art
pit, today.
Real Facts In Regard To F. R.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
Strike leaders insist that the shoot
18
Trees in Bearing.
in Alfalfa
Relief ObHuff man's Illness.
was
and many styles, is enough to'make you buy. Prede
STOMACH
UPSET
and
ing
yesterday
unjustified
14 Mile from Plaza.
AH; Under
manded the arrest of company offi
tained By Curing His
pare now for the cold weather.
cials who employed the guards at the
Stomach Ailments.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
,
smelter.
Guy E. Miller, member of the exe
Waynesville.N. C. Mr. P. R. Huffman,
FURNITURE
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
of this city, says : " I suffered dreadfully cutive board of the Western Federa
tion of Miners, said: "There was no
with what I thought was heart trouble,
possibility of injury to property ori
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
and tried various medicines in vain.
danger to life when the killing occurCures
Diapepsin"
Warrants were issued for the "Pape's
After other remedies had failed, Thed red.
mine and smelter managers as accesIn Five
Stomachs
ht
me
Gassp
to
restored
ford's
Phone, Red 189.
sories before the fact. Governor
health. I would not feel safe without
Minutes,
declared martial law to prevent
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
in the house. I consider service. It is a condition without prej The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
cedent in the history of the country."
it worth its weight in gold.
Time it! In five minutes all
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
distress will go. No indigestion,
"Later," he said, "I know a wagon
LINE of
It cured my indigestion, and by this
sourness or belching of"
means I was restored to health. I can load of provisions for the men start heartburn,
not express my gratitude for its benefits." for the gate and immediately an angry gas, acid, or eructations of undigested
mob charged it with a vicious assault food, no
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
dizziness, bloating, foul
Good health depends on the condition and had I not
stopped the attempt to breath or headache.
we carry two desirable patterns, the
of your digestion. Poor digestion and take it in at that time serious con- is noted for its
Diapepsin
Pape's
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
good health do not go together.
sequences undoubtedly would have speed in regulating upset stomachs,
I
saw
e
Black-Draught
then
for myBelf that It is the surest, quickest and most cer-thSM
Thedford's
will occurred.
laws, of the state were' being tain remedy in the whole world and
thoroughly cleanse and set in order your
License Numbers, 66-6Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
broken and the situation one that besides it is harmless,
digestive system.
Next Door to Postoffice.
could not be controlled by the sheriff, j Millions of men and women now eat
for
It has done this
others, during the so I
immediately telegraphed for the ' their favorite foods without fea- rpast 70 years, and is today the most Nevada state police to come in."
they know now it is needless to have
popular vegetable liver remedy on the
was quiet throughout a bad stomach.
The
district
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor."
market. Try it.
the night. The state police, under
Please, for your sake, get a large
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c'
fifty-cearcase
to
are
of
Pape's Diapepsin
Captain Donnelly,
expected
rive tonight and take charge of the from any drug store and put your
district under the proclamation of Gov- stomach right. Don't keep on being
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
ernor Oddie declaring martial law.
miserable life is too short you are
not
so
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
here
make
long,
KAUNE
H.
your stay
CO. WOMAN STABS BABES,
Family Trade Supplied.
THEN KILLS SELF. agreeable. Eat what you like and di
259
SANTA FE, N. M.
San
Francisco St.
gest it; enjoy It, without dread of reCarlstadt, Alberta, Oct. 18. The bellion
Lowes bodies
in
Where Prices
the
stomach.
of Mrs. Julia Bokowski and her
Diapepsin belongs In your home
two children, aged 8 and 2 years, were
for Safe Quality.
found In their home on the farm of anyway. It should be kept handy,
should one of the family eat some26 miles north of here
n
The Home Grown Fruit Season Mrs. Bokowski,
thing which doesn't agree with them
a
were
in
bodies
The
lying
is on and we are offering to the today.
in
or
case
an
of
of
attack
indigestion,
are
pool of blood and the indications
particular housewife the best to that the woman killed the children dyspepsia, gastritis or stomach deto be had in
E. LAS VEGAS,
NEW MEXICO.
::
with a Knife and then stabbed her- rangement at daytime or during the
night it is there to gjve the quickest,
self to death.
surest relief known.
!
All
Can

Correct

Fail and Winter Goods

MILLINERY

Bon Ton Corsets

Waists and

DRESSES

I JULIUS H. GERDES, - Santa Fe.

F

ALL GOING

are

and
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UNITED STATES

FOR SALE

TRUST

the

the city

Santa

CAPITAL $30,000 00

a General Banking Business;;

JOSEPH

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

t.

FOR

Six

Tract

1

and

Fruit;

E

We Are Going to Sell Out
AH of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

TROUBLE

Other

Stable

NOT OF

Fruit

and
Irrigation.

1GESTI0

7o.

f O. C. WATSON & CO.

Black-Draug-

Od-di- e

Black-Draug-

ht

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS

H. C. YONTZ, fKT

Why Wait?

COLORADO SALOON

8

S.

are

TAUPERT,

Dispensing Opticianf

PEACHES,

Accurate

Returns

Work-Qu- ick

PEARS

!

and PLUMS.
We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES

GREATER LOVE
HATH NO MAN
THAN THIS

J

:

CORRICK LIVER Y BARN

the finest cantaloupes grown.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
V

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and theBest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W

A live paper makes a live town.
We ere making a live paper. Read it

MOIttT SBKD BY RETURN MAIT.
PH1LA. SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS -

863 Chestnut
v

TO

St

CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

DENTISTS

We will buy yourGold Fillings.

Gold

and Platinum, flighest prices paid.

t RAPID

DELIVERY SERVICE

FOR SALE GROCERIES. FRUITS
320-ACR- E

pi-i-

Best Coffee and Teas

If you want the best in

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 all under fence,
for each Set or old False Teeth send us.

for old Gold, Sliver,
Highest prices
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

RANCH

AND VEGETABLES

good improvements, lots of water. Pine hay S ;
land and farm land with a fine
crop on It and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad H,
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

Sorap,
.

.

.

Morrty,

N. M

.

..

GO TO

S. KAUNE

n

A Genuine Coffee
That

MAYES

X
Gary, Ind., Oct. 18. "I guess
X I'm some good, after all." Billy X
X Rugh, the 41 year old cripple X
X whose withered leg was amputa- - X
X ted to save the life of a little X
X girl by a skin grafting operation X
X at a hospital here, spoke these X
Fire, Life, Accident,
X words this morning, then died. X
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
said by the X
X
Fueuiuonia
to have been the X
X physicians
X cause of ' death.
The ailment, X
X however, resulted directly from X
X his
having been X
X due to Irritation of the lungs by X
X the ether that was given him X
X when his leg was cut off to fur- - X
City Property, Farms,
X nish skin for the body of a per- - X
Ranches,- - Orchards
X
X son whom he had never seen.
Land!
X
Grants,
Rugh had no relatives and X
X since coming to Gary, a tramp,. X
X several years ago, he had made X
X his living selling newspapers on X
X the streets. He had to be trust- - X
X ed for the first bundle of papers X
X with which he started business. X
X
The girl, Miss Ethel Smith, X
Of tkAll
X for whom he sacrificed his leg X
X and later his life, had been ter-- X
X ribly burned in a motorcycle ac- - X Taianh ArtO fOi W Dnnm
, X! ivivpiivnv
,) nuuw
her recovery advanced sufficiently X
X to permit her removal from the X
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
X hospital In which Rush died.
X
XI SANTA FP
NEWMEXICq

INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

Etc

Surety Bonds
Kinds

& CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qualify

i

i7?vtt

XXXXXXXXXX

-

li

Mankind

Drink

You have been flooded with substitutes, possessing
flavors foreign to Coffee, and Compounds, from whicii
the
natural properties have been removed;
until
but,
now, you have never been offered Pure Coffee
(unadulterated, not doctored by drugs or chemicals)
which can be useo! without the usual ill effects by millions who have heretofore been denied man's most delightful beverage.
Monsieur Evcrs' purifying, cleansing mechanical process, furthermore, does not impair the strength of the
natural coffee, instead, it has a more pronounced aroma
and pleasing, satisfying flavor.
life-givin-

g,

EVERS'

VACUUM

PROCESS

COFFEE

It is

not a Substitute !
It is not a Compound !
Lovers of coffee who have been unpleasantly affected in
the past, can now bid a final farewell to NERVOUSNESS! SLEEPLESSNESS! HEADACHE! VERTI
GO! AND KINDRED ILLS!
To be had in 1 pound tins.
Call up Main 26 and ask about this coffee.

& CO,

I
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New Mexican

Santa Fe

THE

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

J. Wight Giddlngs
William F.Brogan

0

tally, ptr

The Ranch of the

Dally,

tlx

50

H.00 Weekly, tlx monihe

Weekly, per year

Rockies--Ope-

the Year Round.

n

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

THE VALLEY RANCH,
AS

REMARKS
Dos Canones Viejcc. Uncle Tom?

"All of Today's News Today"

El Chanate del Condado
Que no?
Miguel.

de

San

Them two old cannon
came yet.

BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT

GREAT WORK.
One gets almost scared in reading

the things that are being brought to
light by scientific investigation and
by modern invention.
We are told now, that a Harvard
surgeon has perfected a device for
registering heart beats hundreds of
miles away. During all the years that
have gone the registering of heart
beats has been known hundreds of
miles away, but it has been through
the slow method of love letters borne
on the traffic which carries
Uncle
Sam's mail.1 Of course this will still
be the method for every day people,
but the Morgan, the Drexel, the Gould,
the Carnegie boys and girls can telegraph their heart beats to each other
anytime the beats get running very
,

Will the gentleman from Dona Ana

yield for a question?

PHONES:

have

not

Think of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.

,

duck

And we are a trifle deader
than we were at that.

HIS TRUE POSITION.

One o the criticisms made of Mr. Roosevelt In the present campaign
one-hal- f
is that he showed no interest in the tariff during his seven and
the
people
for
no
relieving
advanced
and
plans
years in the White House
of unnecessary tariff burdens. Doubtless the best answer to this criticism
thG
is a list of the achievements of Mr. Roosevelt's administrations and of
tireless efforts.
to
advance
seemingly
he
which
by
reforms
sought
important
In view of these labors his supporters now say with force that no man can
do. everything in a limited period of years.
However, Mr. Roosevelt is toilay a tariff reformer with a definite proHis article on tariff revision in the Outlook is a clear exposition
gram.
of the proper method of dealing with this difficult subject. That "the tariff
to be levied should, as nearly as scientifically possible, approximate the
differential between the cost of production at home and abroad" is nis
view as to its proper proportions. Not only should it protect the wages of
the workers, but it should secure for the workers a fair share of the profit
in other words, a living wage. Any protected industry which does not
to be a protected
give a living wage, says Mr. Roosevelt, should cease justice-lovinAmindustry. This thesis is well worth the attention of the
erican people.
tariff comMr. Roosevelt expresses clearly the need of. a
thus
and
home
at
abroad,
of
cost
the
mission to investigate
production
aiding congress with scientific information on which to base tariff rate.
The commission, he says truly, "should be large enough to cover all the
different and widely varying branches of American industry." It should
have ample powers to enable it to secure any needed information. Further,
"it should examine into the wages and conditions of labor and life of the
workmen in any industry, so as to insure our refusing protection to any
industry unless the showing as regards the share labor receives therefrom
is satisfactory." These words are well calculated to create consternation
in certain highly protected industries that for many years have been incouncils at Washington.
fluential in
It is, of course, the province of congress to fix tariff rates, but the
tariff commission, which would
moral force of an efficient
bring publicity to bear upon the work of framing tariff schedules, would be
powerful in securing justice. The old logrolling abuses would be abolished
by the adoption of the policy of revising only one tariff schedule at a time
Under this procedure the tariff would be practically taken out of politics.
Mr. Roosevelt s clear and forceful article is an important contriouuou
to the literature of the present campaign.

OF SANTA FE

That argument down there in
county is, to say the least,
growing interesting.
Ma-Klnl-

high.

when she
to slap her mother-in-lafeels so inclined.
What poppycock talk and ineffably
foolish stuff.
I have noticed that when a man's
wife is ill or the baby troublesome and
demanding more care, the mother-in-lais the first one thought of and the
wires burn with messages for help.
Does she come then as a helper working for her board or in the capacity of
a hired nurse? Oh, no, not at all. She
comes with love in her heart and a desire to help, and in the garb of an
angel of mercy. (No one feels like
slapping her face when she arrives and
takes off her wraps , and sails in to
lift burdens and give cheer.
Of course, there are mothers-in-law- ,
but the same is
and mothers-in-law- ,
and daughters-in-law- .
true of
I have not noticed that perfection is not a prevailing trait in human
nature, but when it comeB to slapping
the face of a relative in your own
bouse, there must be a tremen'dous
provocation, and if the cause for such
action becomes so great as to warrant
such action, I do not see why it should
be applied only as against the mother-in-law- ,
judicial opinion or no judicial
opinion.

,

g

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4) Per Annum Interest

Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

sons-in-la-

The circulation of the daily Santa
The next generation or the one afFe New Mexican is now only 1014. ter it is going to be in a tumult of
We lost another stand patter.
excitement, if science keeps on in its
discoveries. The next thing we know
we
As for Nathan Jaffa,
merely it will be
our thoughts,
feel sorry for him in his inability to and I do notregistering there is
a man
believe
see the other end of the nomination.
or a woman living who would want
AN EXPLANATION.
Nathan is the goat.
all their thoughts written out or put The Bystander:
'
I have read the complaint about n'b
And . after the election we are into general circulation.
I
to
we
tlon't
need
guess
worry as lights placed on the federal building
for
going to be a stronger
dear old New Mexico and dear old far as those of us who constitute the of which I am the custodian. As long
Santa Fe, if possible. But give us present day people are concerned, ago as last spring, this matter was
but those who are coming after us bet- taken up with the authorities in Washa chance, fellers.
ter be a little careful of their thinks ington and they authorized the cusor they will be everlastingly strug- todian to solicit bids for the same.
gling in a sea of trouble and worry The custodian took up the matter
and wrath;
There won't be any the Santa Fe Water and Light com
friendship any more and bridge clubs pany, asking for a bid to Install the
and society doings! Everybody who lights. After repeated efforts, this
goes to a ladies afternoon or sits company finally gave a bid but when
down at a card table will have to wear it was forwarded to Washington It
a baseball mask and a coat of mail. was turned down by the department
It certainly looks like great times on account of the appropriation being
ahead for our successors. In some exhausted at that time.
In the early part of June I took
respects though, it would be great.
You could tell when a fellow was up the matter with V. Sparks, In
going to flimflam you by getting you charge of the wiring and fixtures of
to sign a note with him, or when he the Water and Light company. We
was passing a worthless check. You have been after Mr. Sparks ever since
could tell when he was lying to you to make this bid but he has not yet
too. It would completely metamor- made it. I am satisfied that if we can
dephose our politics. You could ges get the bid from Mr. Sparks the
I
allowance.
this
will
grant
partment
into
and
the
politiright
through
0
is
the
this
that
the
fact
only
recognize
cian's scheme and he wouldn't, get
"Wal, I hev got it fixed up," writes
public building that is not illuminated,
THE GREATEST AMERICAN.
the Old Codger. "I hev been tu mis- you then.
I am doing all in my power to
I
After
a
it
all,
good but
might prove
ter Owens off us and hed a talk with
"I want you to understand that I am ahead of the game anyway.
those
lights.
get
am
to
read each other's thoughts,
him. He ee not as cantankerous os thing
have been able to do many things that I greatly wished to do, and I
MANUEL B. OTERO,
interested in doing other things. And I can tell you with absolute truthful- sum peepul think fur. He ses tu ne, but I'm glad that it's going to be
U. S. Federal Building.
Custodian
not.
What
or
I
in
done
am
shot
next
the
in
whether
instead
ses
uninterested
he
see,
ness that I am very much
he, it air alright about
generation
1912.
Oct.
17.
them exhibits en es fur ee thet calf of this.
I do care for is my country."
Thus spoke Theodore Roosevelt from the platform in Milwaukee Monday es consumed,! hope th gol darn beest
ELEVEN GUILTY PAIRS FLEE.
WHY NOT.
night, as he stood, "with blood soaking through his clothes," as he addressed starves tu death en then I will not hev
Del., Oct. 18. An excitWilmington,
taken
had
place.
him.
that
the
tu
with
sat
stunned
feed
th
chlckun
fur
Es
vast
a
audience that
tragedy
just
It was suggested to me yesterday
by
man
rushed
ed
heroup to a motion picture
of
deeds
filled
no
with
are
three laigs, it air
The pages of American history
amazing
good nohow fur that it would be a good thing for
theatre and informed the young woism; with examples of wondrous sacrifice, but nowhere is there found no chickun needs more than too legs Santa Fe to have a city market.
his wife wa
any one act where the patriotic spirit has burned with a brighter, purer fur tu dig up a hull flower gardin
This would be a good thing all man at the window that
man, and
another
with
in
the
shadov
threatre
stood
the
with
as
he
me
En
he
en
of
with.
in
the
heart
American,
that
than
ses,
great
anyhow,
light
around, it seems to me. It would be
of death hovering near him and uttered the declaration, "What I do caro mister Collier es a goin into th hog a good thing for our truck gardeners, that he was going to shoot them as
came out.
raisin buzness en we hev no use fur indeed it would tend to make
for is my country."
garden- they
A crowd collected and the young
This was not an expression of braggadocio. It was the utterance of the six leg calffs nohow, en thet's a fas' ing an industry here. It would be a
woman hurried back to notify the
patriot. It was an exhibition of the indomitable spirit of a man of the most by heck."
good Jhing for the consumer as it
The latter, wishing to
supreme courage. It showed the heart of Theodore Roosevelt.
would give a chance to get stuff from manager.
And as for our corporations,
we
mounted the stage
No one can read of the incident of this American citizen, standing "with
avoid
bloodshed,
the garden and ranch fresh every
to
blood soaking through his clothes," speaking, with weakening voice, only need them in New Mexico, for thoy
the spectators that
announced
and
morning. It would be a good thing for
of a desire for the advancement of his country and a wish for the better can do a great good if they, will, but the
a man outside was waiting to kill
because
would
it
relieve
grocer,
not in the way one or two of :hem
ment of the people.
He
him from the burden of carrying a his wife and the man with her.
theThere are few such examples in the world's history; there are few seek to control the present situation.
the
leave
the
that
pair
suggested
stock of perishable stuff which must
such men in the world's history, and this message of the greatest American,
atre by the rear exit.
The Colonel has been put out of bring to him a certain percentage of
coming from him in an hour of great danger, weakened by the shock of an
Within ten minutes eleven pairs had
loss
to
all
and
the
the
season,
during
assassin's bullet, will be. received by the people of his country who so admire commission for the time being but
hurried
from the theatre by the back
I
him as an admonition to continue the fight for freedom and the advancement he has a few friends left and they outsiders, mean the folks who do not door.
know
of
all
the
the
workings
him
are
grocers'
for
a
as
hard
of great cause.
working
just
'
o
trade, it seems as H' such a move
as 6ver.
ASTOR NOT TAXED ENOUGH.
would be welcomed by the "store ownThe New Mexican feels a just pride in being the first newspaper in
New York, Oct. 18. The transfer
the state to give illustrations covering the tragedy at Milwaukee, and the
Are you for the colonel like he is ers who now carry this class of goods tax appraisal of $58,290,000 on the
from
he
since
Roosevelt
Colonel
of
with
necessity.
those
associated
for you? If you are, throw your
portraits
intimately
It seems to work out all right in Manhattan real estate holdings of the
was shot. Those illustrations have been procured at considerable expense, coat into the ring from which his
John Jacob Astor estate Is much highand it is the intention of the managers of this paper to give its readers hat has been shot by a would-bas- other cities and in some western er than the
valuation on the city tax
the best possible service in the most
form, equal to that of any sassin and tell him so by your vole points I recall Tucson, Arizona, par- lists.
around
the
in
west.
the
go
at the coming election.
ticularly,
gardeners
paper
tax assessment on the
The
0
every morning with wagon loads of same city
is only $38,G68,000,
property
Still the cry goes on that the American people are unfit to govern
to believe truck, and sell from door to door. The which is nearly $20,000,000 less than
It's rather a hard
it
themselves. The silly twaddle has now found its way into a New Mexico that the rule of the thing
welcomed
merchants
rather
it,
is the
the appraisal made for the transfer
paper, and tne covert intimation has made us appearance in the eauonai the rnlp rtf thia nnHrtn WTa ViaA tinno.1 seemed. They carried then but a tax assessment.
column
What do the people think about it? We shall see. It is the lastithat the Bjx.snooter
BmaU
com
Btock of these perishable
were over
While the detailed figures of the apwail of the bosses. "The people are too hysterical, too ignorant" to tend but ludffiner from the days
Npw Vnrlr mn- -. uiuuuiea. anu tne ions iu uieiu was praisers' are not
'
.
.
,
a
:
yet available it is un1.
.3
to their own business, they say But the people are learning.
loco
f'll&a- UCI UBL. Llltt eUHL I1HH TPVIVPH
derstood that in some cases there was
n
I
made
the
torn we have buried out here.
by
suggestion
thought
an advance of $1,000,000 or so on one
Senator Theodore Burton has taken Wilson's trail in behalf of Taf?.
my friend yesterday was good. It
Mr. Burton won the world series record by voting with Aldrich 114 time3
parcel of property.
advancement
seemed
of
a
like
step
The Santa Fe New Mexican was iho
in revising the tariff downward by increasing the duties. 'Tis said that Mr.
Mexico to along right lines and it appeared to
DECIDE YOURSELF.
Burton's judicial temperament is so dispassionate that you don't have to first newspaper in New would-ba
of
as- open a door for new enterprises that
the
publish
picture
have ice in your buttermilk when drinking alongside him. It's going to
would give an opportunity for more
be a cold day for Woodrow with Theo. coasting along there behind him. sassin of Colonel Roosevelt thereby
The Opportunity Is Here, Backed By
giving Its 1014 readers the benefit of people to come and take up some of
0
Santa Fe Testimony.
our
a
and
have
this
land
about
city
French scientists say that men have more salt in their system than a news feature that no other readers
Don't
take our word for it. ;
to
take up.
profitable enterprise
women and are therefore stronger. We have heard of the value of sand in received.
Don't depend on a stranger's stateWe
know.
That's
we
what
you
want,
the system, but we didn't understand about the salt. However, the posseswant more people to come here. We ment.
THE OLD SIDE LANE.
sion of so much of it would tend to making us, to a certain extent, the salt
Read Santa Fe endorsement.
want our lands occupied. We want
of the earth, wouldn't it?
(By Bill F. Brogan).
Read the statements of Santa Fe
new enterprise which we can in
every
.
0
The Old Side "Lane on the edge of duce to come.
'. :,
citizens.
.;
They now have a recipe for decorating pumpkin pie just as they do town where the shadows fall about,
And
decide
for
yourself.
market?
not
a
Why
city
lemon pie. Style or no style, it will be difficult to convince the average speaks of peace and sweet content
Here Is one case of it:
man that there can be any improvement made in the old fashioned home- the wearied's last
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St,
There,
STATUS.
HER
made pumpkin pie.
as the sunshine filters through, the
For ages when the silly twaddle Santa Fe,,N. Mex., says: "Two and a
.
0
leaves of the
tree, The Old begun to be talked, I don't know the half years ago I gave a statement for
J. Adam Bade, the alleged wit of the Taft campaign "orators, declares Lane banishes apple
care away and sets its mother-in-lahas been a popular publication regarding my experienceI
that the panic of 1907 was brought on by presidential wind jamming. What
free. Strolling along the topic for joke columns and now she with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today
is Adam trying to do then, by his holocaust of language, bring on another prisoner
Old Side Lane through the calm of an is in the courts in Los Angeles and a am stronger in my praise of this rempanic?
I suffered greatly
afternoon, the soft mountain air and learned judge has denned her legal edy than ever.
0
t
from disordered kidneys, the pains in
the heart's status.
New York restaurant keepers are going to charge ten cents extra the breezes there,
I had to
Funny topics arc discussed in courts my back being so acute that
ior bread and butter. It is a part pf the, Taft prosperity presumably, this lost tune. For the Old Side Lane on
and some of them are so stop work and sit down. The trouble
extra cost of the "staff of life." The consumer is getting his share of it the edge of town, with its trees, Its
shade and its peace, cures those who silly that it make one all the more steadily grew worse and .1 rarely
In the usual way, getting it at greater cost.
are worn, battered and torn, with the In favor of the recall of judges. They knew what it was to be free from an
0
Soon after I began usA Harvard astronomer
world. In its sit in assumed" dignity and pass on ache or pain.
has- prepared a map of the heavens showing pace of the outside
Doan's
Pills, my pains
Kidney
busishade
is
none
and
ing
the
of
1,500,000 stars.
must
the
swatted
their
have
that
are
question made, Questions
Somebody
professor pretty hard peace
to make him see that many. is the pace of the world worth while? ness and which they know nothing and aches disappeared and my back
became strong."
And the breeze replies through na- about.
Prlc 60
A London nerve specialist says women are being killed by the modern ture's eyes, stay here, in the Old
For sale by all dealers.
This Los Angeles jurist has decided
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
dress.
At
we
of
are
that
mother-in-laof
because
the
in
home
style
suppose,
they
dying happy,
that the
they're, Side Lane.
dying in style.
or son is just a plain, New York, sole agents for the United
her
0
Work for the New Mexican.
It is every day boarder or tenant at will. A States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Speaking of the Balkan war, what has become of the Hague Peace working for you, for Santa Fe and Wisconsin judge has announced from
court?
his lofty perch, that a wife has a right take no other. ;
the new state
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Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
neede.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
tranefers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
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Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
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ROOSEVELT FAR IN LEAD IN
CALIFORNIA, SAYS GARDNER

t consequence all sorts of queer things
have stolen the republican party
Consumption
emblem
and machinery, and
name,
happened, as for instance, the band
Anyone intpri'fitpil In tlxof
have crowded poor William off the bal- Consumption wlmulil k' ono Uciitinent
which was engaged for the occasion
of tlio
(.'lluitf of rooovorii' liy Hi,. nM(. ( had to secure entrance to the hall via
lot. But the fact remains that the lickiiiMiiH
Cohkus Siiililioin
.Itrjitlre.
the fire escape, a large delegation of
l'nvuiiioiila limy lie I In:
Taft managers could have don what Colds iilmore
Ki'l loim Inmhlrs - Krkniiiir
of
the Jane Addams chorus never did
the progressives didsecure a place Alterative Ih Hih
lleuil
remedy,
get inside, and it was only by vioon the ballot by petition, as provided Mr. KuiiHly'u stnteiueiit
S.initiiKu, X. y.
lent football methods that Roosevelt
by the law. In neglecting to take this
"(jenflenien : For live or six yours I ns
with eouftli and rs.'ctnmtlon. I and his party got through the crowd
course, they deliberately deprived the troubled
iiIho hud a lilirli fever.
ruse
.My
lvaH
to the platform. When a lady in the
90,(100 Taft following of a chance to
C'oiiKiiitiitioii liy my pli vsirimi. I
Wiih (riven Cod J.iver (ill.' Ooomito
audience was taken ill and asked an
and
vote their preference.
oilier tnedteiiiex, nil iviihmu liiuelU- officer to get her out, he replied, "You
"At CliristtniiiH time, I'.MKi,
was not exAs things now stand, these repubto live. CitllliiK
to be ill where you are,
l. MW'iir-th-Al- will have No
licans will probably divide into three pectedhe advised the useIn.W it.Kckmim's
madam.
human being could get
i
took
which
with
terative,
reeveHent
a
third staying sults, ii nd was
and'
nearly equal parts,
out
now."
have
entirely
you
away from the polls, a third voting Rained in weinlit. I go mil hi all wenlh-er- s
no
ami
Governor
have
hud
or
name
added
couuli
Johnson's
has
for Roosevelt and a third voting for ever. I Rlvc these faets to euld whatfor
encourage
to the strength of the ticket. The govWilson.
others to use Kekinan's Alterative" '
is extremely popular and his
ernor
INwnrn Atlldavit) .IAS. W. KAXAT.V.
The well known organs of special
Koliiuiin's Alterative
effect ve In
brand of progressivism in endorsed
Asthma, Hay
Throat and
privilege like General Harrison Gray Luntf Troubles,
anil hi upbuilding the
Los
Otis'
Angeles Times, are making system. Does not. contain poisons, opiates hand, the Taft-Oli- s
combination is the
drugs. ,sk for booklet
Wilson a second choice and Baying all or
Pat Calhoun crowd which, through
telling of recoveries, nod write to Kckiuan
FOR COUGHS
and COLDS
they can to get the Taft vote to switch Laboratory, Philadelphia. I'm., fur more eviSnf for Chlldrgi,
Kntlw No Oplat.
m
to Wilson. Of course, this is calcu- dence. iKor dale uy all leading drujjgists Abe Ruef and othor crooks, sold the L. J' or sale by all
druKgisis.
state
into
to
the
vr
political
slavery
Zook's
Santa
Parmacy.
lated in the end to do Wilson more
Southern Pacific and other large priharm than good, as it tends to shake
their nature too lint dinners, you
the
east gives any idea of the enthu vate interests.
the confidence of many voters who
should never let your angry passions
ANOTHER POET.
have favored Wilson because they siasm shown when Roosevelt visited
Let dogs delight to bark and bite, rise, your tomato stained hands were
thought him the antithesis of Taft this city. The crowds were so great
and so dense that the police were for God has made them so; let bears never made to black each others
and all that Otis stands for.
Nothing that has been published iniiu'te unable to cope with them. In land coyotes growl and fight, for 'tis eyes. Lakewood Progress.

ISC

hook-h't-

Ih'kIii-liin-

fiOO; Taft 9C,C00.
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 18. That
Making allowances for enthusiasm,
Roosevelt will carry California is con- error, etc., Roosevelt still has a large
ceded even by the friends of Wilson. margin of safety. In figuring majoriThat he will carry the state by a ties the 96.G00 Taft votes must be dislarge majority Is indicated by all the tributed between Roosevelt, Wilson
evidence at hand.
Taft is out of
and the
Perhaps the best evidence at this race. His name will not appear on
time Is a postcard poll made by the the California ballot, and the only way
stay-at-hom-

Ouliook a weekly publication friend
ly to the progressive cause. The poll
was scientifically made. It was state
wide and the names were selected impartially from official polling lists, so
as to sample all localities and all
classes of voters.
Of the 1572 cards returned at the
time this Is written the vote stood
Roosevelt 818, Wilson 340, Taft 216,
Debs 148, Chafln 50. Reducing these
returns to percentage and applying
these percentages to the total vote of
the state, the strength of the three
leading candidates would be indicated
as Roosevelt, 366,800; Wilson, 152,- -

a voter can vote for him is to write
on the ballot the names of the Taft
electors; and there are probably not a
hundred voters in the state who could
name half of them.
Taft's California managers have
withdrawn Taft from the ticket in the
hope that the Taft vote can be delivered to Wilson. This is a move in the
- Roosevelt
anythlng-to-bea- t
program,
which is gradually bringing together
the Taft reactionaries and the friends
of Wilson.
Of course, Taft's managers will deny that they have with
drawn him from the race, and will
complain loudly that the bull moosers

a

Bottle of

i

enV-tlv-

WANTS

"Brin

Home

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. 0
Watson & Co.

:

FOR RENT Houses furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to M. A. Ortiz,
Court House.

H0UEI

.

1M

1

I

HOUSEHOLD goods for sale.
Lincoln Ave.
McCarley, No.
posite Elks' Club.

2

FOR SALE National Cash Rett- ister two drawers practically new.
0. C. Watson & Co.

1

f.

Op-

FOR RENT lied rooms, bath connection, phone 1G2 J. Inquire rooms
Laughlin block.

Willie's
Cold"

Hron-ohlti-

.Mrs.

WANTED TO BUY A cookine
range not sinaller than six hole and
in good condition. Address "C" this
ofiice.

Mrs. Morton, of the Santa Fe Business College, is organizing a class In
English for those wishing to master

the English language. General subjects included. Terms: Day class, ?10
a month; night class, $5 three times
a week. Early application suggested
as only a limited number will be
taken.

THE SPIRIT OF THE BALKANS.

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
Phone 231.
Cleaned,

e.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department or the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
September 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
for SB
NW
Entry No.
E
SW
Sec. 13 and NE 4
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
r
notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley-abodescribed, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ot Willard, N. M., John Pettine, of
8479-0C03-

4

2

4

4

five-yea-

TEACHING

SERVIAN

MOTHERS

TO SHOOT IN EXPECTATION OF WAR WITH
CHILDREN IN THE BACKGROUND.

THE

TURKEY;

WOMEN'S

Willard, N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO.

Register.
NOTICE

THE FOUR BALKAN KINGS WHO WOULD

GO.

EXPLAINING TO A WOMAN IN THE SERVIAN RESERVES THE
MECHANISM OF A RIFLE.

THE BALKAN CRISIS.

WHAT THE ROW IN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE (S ALL
ABOUTWRITTEN BV AN AMERICAN DIPLOMAT FOR
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

BY AN AMERICAN DIPLOMAT.
from the Rlftfdf ftpa tn th Mertit prrnnpfl.n.
At first hand the Balkan Situation .annears the most mmnli.atfiri affair
The Black Sea. is a RiiBsinn lalfo Vint tn Russia if in lilfP nwnintr a bottle
imaginable, yet there is bound up in it more of the past and future history when another man owns the cork, which he refuses to draw. England,
of the world than any other trouble which confronts statesmen.
through the Turks, holds the cork of the Black Sea, and Russia may have
People read so much about brigands and massacres. Bulgarians and Al- the finest navy in the world there, but she could not get it out to make any
banians, and one thing and another, that they forget that these things are use of it.
merely the smallest details and only indirectly have a bearing on the great
England's object in1 insisting upon this rule was to keep Russia out of
problem which the Balkans present. It is a case of not being able to see the Mediterranean and consequently away from the Suez canal and the route
the wood for the trees.
to India. The British empire is strung out around the world in a broken
It must be remembered in the first place that the Balkans have been iine, but it is perfectly secure so long as Russia does not drive a wedge
a battleground for centuries. Constantinople fell Into the hands of the Turks through this line in any part.
just 39 years before the discovery of America. It was an event scarcely less It is this big fact which makes a little riot in the Balkans of such
enormous importance and keeps every prime minister in Europe awake
epoch making than the voyage of Columbus.
For 400 years after that the Turks were trying to break into Europe nights thinking about It. Russia is all the time intriguing with the small
through the Balkans and the Christian powers were trying to keep them tribes and petty sovereigns of the Balkan peninsula with the general idea
out. Time and again the Turks got as far as Buda-Pestin Hungary, and of making the situation so intolerable that the other powers will support
Vienna in Austria, only to be driven back. Today Austria is well pleased her in most any measure which would get the Turks out of Europe,
to maintain her present territory and manage her own complicated affairs in
This constant stirring up of trouble by Russia has served to keep the
peace, while the Turk has degenerated until he is no longer to be feared by people, of Bulgaria, Servia, Greece, Montenegro and the Christian provinces
of Turkey in Europe at the boiling pitch all the time. Four hundred years
any great European power.
In between Austria and Turkey, however, there has been left a mixed of constant, unspeakable cruelty by the Turks on the Balkan Christian people
population which in many respects is little changed from what it was 400 has instilled into the latter a fanatical hatred of the Moslems that is positive-year- s
ago. The Albanians are little if any more civilized than American ly a frenzy.
red Indians. Their only form of government is tribal and the only author- this has made it possible for the little rulers to build up large stand- lty they recognize is that of their own chiefs.
lng armies, well equipped, well officered and well drilled. King Ferdinand
The sultan keeps a certain amount of authority over them by paying of Bulgaria has the largest, and of recent years it has been his ambition
them occasional tribute and by taking advantage of their own differences, to build up an empire in southeastern Europe, with himself as ruler, much
Some of the Albanians are Mohammedans and others are Roman Catholics, as Emperor William is ruler over the states and kingdoms of Germany.
while the Macedonians and Bulgarians are Greek Catholics.
Servia also has an ambition. The Montenegrin monarch, long a prince,
Up to the present crisis the trouble in the Balkans has always been has recently become a king. Greece, although not too strong, feels that if
really a game of checkers behind the scenes between England and Russia. Turkey is to be sliced up she should have a piece.
Recent politics in Europe has tended to brjng England and Russia closer
The present situation arose out of the Albanian rebellion of a year
together on some questions and perhaps this year's difficulty is not a row or two ago which Turkey put down with characteristic barbarism. Many
This
Albanian rebels crossed Into Montenegro and the Turks followed.
between them.
England fought the Crimean war to keep Russia out of Turkey, and in aroused the king of Montenegro, who threatened war.
Just at this point the Turkish mobs attacked and killed a large number
1878, when Russia had an army almost within sight of Constantinople and
could easily have taken it, it was a British fleet on its way to the
of Bulgarian residents of Turkey. Then barbarities of Turkish soldiers in
AT TOP: KING PETER OF SERVIA (ON LEFT) AND KING FERDIwhich made Russia pull back and submit to the decision of the Macedonia became noised abroad.
Thus the whole Balkan group of nations were aroused and the situation NAND OF BULGARIA. BELOW: KING GEORGE OF GREECE (ON LEFT)
'Berlin conference. One of the things which this conference decided was
AND KING NICHOLAS OF MONTENEGRO, WHO HAS DECLARED WAR
that Russia should be allowed to bring no warships through the Bosphorus has been becoming more strained every week.
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THAT OUGHT TO BE AXOMICAL WAR IN THE

"TURRABLE" TURKS IN TURBANS AND THE FEARFUL GREEK IN SKIRTS.
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FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09703.
Department of the Interior, U. S,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
24, 1912.

n
Notice is hereby given that E.
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day

1912.

Claimant names as
George S. Tweedy,
T. P. Delgado,
all of Santa Fe,

witnesses:
Charles A. Ser-ing-o,
Damaslo Hon-tcya- ,

N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 26, 1907, made Homestead
for Lots
application, No.
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
5, Township 1G N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
r
tion to make
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, V. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the 8th day of November, 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Emillo Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tm- o
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all ot
Pecos, New Mexico.
04732-1191-

five-yea-

MANUEL R. OTER,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
April 12th, 1909, made Homestead
Sectlou
Entry No. 09579 f NE
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-sel- l,
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 4th day of November,

1912.

Claimant names
as witnesses:
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy. N. M.:
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M,
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
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NOTICE
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'li.

10, 1912.
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X.

Notice is hereby given that Pino
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
Sept. 21st, 1907, made Homestead Enfor SW
Sec
try No.
tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
at Stanley, N. M, on the 22d day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; Antonio Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTBRO,
Register.
1205C-0483-

&

GREEK SOLDIERS

or

THE KING'S BODY GUARD POSE FOB THEIR P ICTURE OUTSIDE
AT ATHENS.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U .S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Oct.
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WE LIKE TO MEET YOU

Face to Face,
v

Occupations
of every kind prevent the
freedom of sunlight exercise
which nature intended, and vital

II
II
iSi

THAT
WOULD

y

body-forc-

!

But When This Can't BejThe Case
We Hope To Hear Your Voice!

are slowly reduced,

es

'

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business
!s about advertising, subscriptions or
Job work, please call up "31 W," If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J.".j
Those Hyacinth, Tulip, Easter Lily
and other bulbs have arrived and are
ready for delivery. On sale until October 23rd only. Fischer Drug Co.
If It's Real Estate Hayward Has It.
'
Las Trabajadores will rteet with
Miss Beulah Riddle at 2:30,p. m. Sat.
,'
urday.
. Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
.V
,v.'"r
at GOEBELS.
WANTED
Spanish lessons,' private, at reasonable terms. Inquire,
i;:5
P. O. B. 436, City."
Coffee is the hardest thing to get
just the way you want it. Wd have
made a study jot it and we have the
blends that will suit you. Xpthing
quite fills the want of a cup of well
made good coffee for breakfast. ,' The
Modern Grocery company is the exclusive agency for one of the best
roasters in the country. The Taste
Tells.
'.
In District Court John C. Tinker,
of 'Taos, was bound over by Judge Abbott for the action of the grand jury.
His bond was fixed at $1000.
yv
Pure rich Jersey cream at Kaune's.
.V
Phone your order.
M eets Ton ig ht Montezuma .Lodge
A. F. & A. M. will hold a special
meeting tonight in Masonic WHall.
Visiting brothers are cordially invited
''
to attend.
From Tight Shoes little corn do
grow, but "Zook'Sj Corn Cure".- will
make walking easy.
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casner
f
ranch, 1262 W.
See Burke Barton and Wilson in
vaudeville at the Elks' tonight. .
A Warranty Deed was filed in the
county clerk's office by Thomas Roberts to George Blunt and J. WV Nor- ment for lots in precinct No. 4,' The
consideration was $1.
Just to remind you that Sparks'
Vacuuu. Cleaner cleans your carpet
on the flooi as well as your walls and
:
ceilings. $1.00 per da'.
Convention Tomorrow The Santa
Fe County Teachers' association will
meet at assembly hall in the Old Palace at 2 p. m. tomorrow to discuss the
needs of the county schools and the
best way to improve the schools.
Good Pictures at the Elks' tonight.
Don't miss them.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con
'
tent.
Under Bonds The three Indians of
the San Juan pueblo in Rio Arriba
county, charged with assault with intent to kill, were placed under bonds
of $1000 to $1500 to appear at the nexlt
meeting of the Rio Arriba county

to check this decline.
pure
It refreshes the body by making healthy
blood and is nature s greatest
ne

r1

aid to fortify the lungs and
prevent tuberculosis.

Scott's Emulsion makes
energy, health and strength.
Scott & Bovrae, Bloomfleld, N. J.

Use 'Phone 4 For Choice Groceries

LOCAL ITEMS.

Scott's Emulsion is the concentrated
food-medici-

BE OUR CHOICE

gas, appeared for the defendant, aud
M. T. Dunlavy of Santa Fe, for the
plaintiff.
O. A. Larrazolo, attorney of Las
Vegas, was admitted to practice in the
U. S. district court on motion of former Judge Edward R. Wright.
The case of Eber harnden, in bankruptcy, was heard on petition for review from findings of referee.
The
petition for review was sustained.

I

Indoor

"The Home of Quality Groceries"
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OFFICIAL MEWS,

Just ReceivedAnother Car of

"

Empress Flour"
rC3Z
There Is

Better Flour Made At Any Price

No

'

TRY IT NOW!

$1.50

Per Sack

$1.50

Phone 4

F, ANDREWS

Phone 4

S. SPITZ 9 JEWELER

Governor McDonald again presided
at the meeting of the state board of
equalization held in the office of
Traveling Auditor Howell Ernest. Routine work took up. the time of the
board this morning.
BRINGS PRISONER.
Sheriff Moore, of Curry county,
brought to the penitentiary a prisoner,
Albert Hearst, who has been sentenced to serve a term of 12 to 15
months for forgery.

RIVERS.
PROTECTING
S. S. Carroll, of the state geologi
cal office, leaves this afternoon for
the Manzano Forest and Las Huertas
Canon to select spiles for use ;n
river protection. He will be met by

The stockholders are J.

M.

Justus,

IS.

P. Corley, C. V. Robinson, W. A. Alexander, C. Fergusson, J. R. Middleton,
W. C. Ameton, ,T. h. Butler and W.
E. Wheeler, each taking 89 shares.
All are residents of Tucumcari.
A TEACHER FAMINE.
There is a shortage of teachers in
New Mexico and the bright young
damsels of the east yearning to got
a touch of "western life" may do well
to apply to State Superintendent
When
N. White for a position.
Arthur Seligman was mayor of Santa
Fc it was a weekly occurrence fcr
him to receive a letter from some
eastern person who had the call of
the west ringing in their ears and
who wished some position out here.
It was usually the deBire to meet
some cow boy aud roam with him
over the plains that was voiced in
Al-va- n

a representative of the forestry service who will assist him.
The contract for 300 spiles for use
as a breakwater at Espanola has been
the epistle. There are just thirty
let to B. S. Phillips.
opportunities for a position as teachNEW COMPANY. t
er in San
county and twenty!
Articles of incorporation were filed in Torrance.Miguel
Now what
.. Fifty in all.
ofin the corporation commissioners'
about the teachers in the east who!
fice by the Union Mercantile company
wish life in the ideal climate with
which has its office at Tucumcari and romance and sunshine?
P.
names E.
Corley statutory agent.
IN U. S. COURT.
The company is incorporated at
of the neuFor alleged.-violatiodivided into 10,000 shares at $5.
trality law, Consauscion Tovar appeared before U. S. Judge William II.
Pope yesterday and entered a plea
! of not guilty. He is held in $1,000
bond. Tovar was brought here from
Las Cruces and it is said he has been
Another large assortment
friendly to the insurrectos in Old
$30,-00-

FOR

HEADQUARTERS
HIGH-GRAD- E

,

WATCHES
CLOCKS
II

latest shapes in Hats, such

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
v
OCCASIONALLY.

liif

,

'

''
.

j i.
:

The Roswell Tool and Hide Company .entered a plea of guilty for misbranding alfalfa meal and paid a fine
of $25.
In the case of Squire Hartt and Son,
vsj The Atlas Insurance
Co., and the Norwich Union Fire insurance Society,, a demurrer to the
complaint was heard by the court arid
overruled. The plaintiff was given
10 days to file an amended complaint.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo of Las Ve- -

DON'T BELIEVE IN DREAMS

.....

Ai.

Mexico.

'

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

14

'

as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery. .. .. ..

AND

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

Just Arrived

tm mm

,

Matter How You Get Them

It For You

No Matter How Much You Pay
There are no better Clothes made

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

certainty of quality in fabrics, certainty of correct style,
of honest tailoring, certainty
of good fit. If you don't get them
all we'll stive you back your money.
GET

Hart Schaf f ner& Marx Clothes

CERTAINTY

AND

ONLY

THE

WAY

;.

v

,

,
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will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draproduce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
lf
heaters the gases, which constitute
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours. .
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
lf
The Wilson saves
your juel
ft

ft

one-ha-

.

one-ha-

bilL

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.

We show all the best models in
Sweaters, with the

SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of

Cfcildken's

n

TO

CLOTHES !

IN

SALMON.

ll
.

WILSON HEATER

WE HAVE ALL

THE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES
I

From a given amount of wood the

with 2 pockets, plain cardigan and fancy stitching. Good weight.

cer-taint- 3r

PUCE

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

BYRON COLLAR

You get

ONLY

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Sweatees

clothes
THIS IS THE

i FLOWERS

every lady or gentleman.

than our

THE HOME OF

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

SWEATER!

better clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes
your measure and assists you untli
the last stitch.

No Matter Who Makes

"Yesterday was a clear day without
a cloud in sight until about sunsef,
and with a mean temperature of 50
degrees, which is about normal."
Get your Hyacinth, Tulip and other
bulbs now for winter blooming or to
set out in the garden for early spring
blooming.
Supply is limited so come
at once. Fischer Drug Co.
The Vacuum Process coffee, Jhe
kind that has the poison removed for
the people that cannot stand the drug
effect of ordinary coffee. Remember
not a .compound but a pure coffeo
that you' cannot tell the difference
fi'om ordinary, but which will never
hurt you no matter how much you
drink. Borne satisfaction about that.
Where, why, at Kaune's, the wideawake grocers.
Civilization has exacted, certain
penalties from the race corns which
interfere with exercise. Zook has a
corn cure, however.

!

And see yourself in cheap Tailor-Mad- e
Clothes. You can't get any

No

grand jury.
Subscribers to the A. M. E. church
will be pleased to hear that the work
of building the church is to begin at
an early date. W. H. Kerr will spend
the next few days calling on the
friends of the church for the funds
they have, subscribed.
If one will go barefoot one can
escape corns, but who wishes to go
barefpoted? Zook has an easier way
a corn cure!
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The finest rooms in the city, having
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and hatha.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
The Temperature The thermometer showed a range from 38 to 63 degrees yesterday and the average relative humidity was 38 per cent for
the day. Says the weather man:

,

.
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